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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

In this thesis , two aspects of the friendship 

behaviour of a group of children are investigated to 

see whether an apparent difference in patterns of 

behaviour between Maori and Pakeha children is supported. 

Two questionnaires requiring written answer s 

are prepared and presented to all the pupils (938 in all ) 

in the Porm One intake of all five schools in a North 

Island town , on two occasions six months apart . These 
surveys provide the data on which the analysis is 
carried out . 

The relevant literature is searched for 

possible ' causes ' of the presumed difference in 

behaviour . A hypotheticul explanation is proposed 

derived from the literature which places emphasis on the 

effect of different patterns of child socialization , 

helieved to be culturally based . In particular , it is 

suggested that Maori families might still be influenced 

by traditional childrearing patterns which exert some 
influence towards friendship networks which are larger 

and more fluid than those of Pakeha chi l dren. This is 
the question being investigated. 

Besides the variable Ethnicity , the effects of 
four other variabl es , considered to be plausibl e 

alternatives , are included in the investigation . All 

five variables are believed to have significant 

influence within the family life e xp eriences of children. 

The effects of these variables on the criterion 

variables, the Size and Persistence of the children's 

friendship groups , are measured and compared. 

The first stage of the analysis indicates that 
among the children surveyed, the Maori children tend 

to prefer friendship groups that are larger but more 
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changea bl e than those of Pakeha children. However , 

the r esult of the second stage analysis, using 

multiple regression analysis , indicates that when the 

effects of the other variables are controlled for , 
the inf l uence of ethnicity is in fact negligible. Of 

far more significance are the effects of family size 

and the presence of similar age relatives , variables 

which are closely correlated wi th ethnici ty. A 

contributary factor to the original impression would be 

the high ' visibility ' of the Maori children . 

The results of the investigation do not lend 
any support to the explanation proposed , viz. that 

the friendship behaviour of Maori children is still 

showi ng the influ ence of traditional child- rearing 
practices . The evidence suggests that larger and 

more changeable friendship groups tend to be favoured 

by those children, Maori or Pakehct , who orow up in 

association with a large group of similar age 
siblings and cousins . 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In this thesis , an aspect of the friendship 

behaviour of a group of children is investigated to 

see whether Maori chldren behave di fferently f rom 
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Pakeha children in this r espect . In conjunction with 

the empirical investigation of t he childr en ' s f riend

ship behaviour, a possibJ e cause for the suspected 

differ ence i s sou ght as a means of providing theoretical 

guidelines to the investigation. A case is pr oposed i n 
favour of the influence of different methods of 

chi ldrearing . 

The question being investiqated aros e £ran the 

impr ession formed over~ period 0f years while observing 

children playing, to the effect that ther e seemed to be 

f undamental difference between t he ways Maori and Pakeha 

children char ac t eristically associated with other 

childr en . These observations took place in and around 

one Nor th Island town where most schools have between 

30% and 50% of Maori children. Wher eas most Pakeha 

children seemed to prefer playing together in smaller 

and more stable groups, it seemed that the Maori 

children tended to prefer to associate in l arger and 

more fluid groups . It is not suggested that any form 
of conscious segregation was at work , neither set ·of 

children seemed to behave in an exclusive sort of way. 

There would usually be some Pakeha children participating 

in the large fluid style of grouping, and some Maori 

children in smal l groups with or without Pakeha compan

ions . But overall , there developed a general impression 

that two quite different styles of association were 

functioning side by side; the ' Pakeha ' one, the groups 

smaller and seemingly more persistent; and the 'Maori' 

one , the groups larger and more diffused , more fluid , 

and also more transitory perhaps. 



Was this difference a rea l one? Was it really 

an ethnic difference? Was it of any wider significance? 

Perhaps the impression was misleading because of the 
hi gh •visibility ' of the Maori children? Could the 

impression be measured more accurately? If it should be 

fou nd that the notion had some support , it might be 

possible to identify one or more contributory 

influences . 

The intenti on here is to find a way of comparing 

the f ri endship behaviour of Maori children with that of 

non-Maori New Zealand children to see whether the Maori 

childr en behave differently in at least this one 

r espect . Maori children in this case are considered 

to be those whose parents are both Maori . 

While children of mixed Maori- Pake ha parentage 

may or may not be influ~nced by Maori cultural values , 
precep t s and practjces , children , both of whose parents 

are Maori are more likely to display behaviour s that are 

noticeably different from Pakeha children . It is not 

being suggested that the behavioural differ ence has a 

genetic base , but that vestiges of traditional practices 

may still survive , simply by being passed on uncons

cious ly from one generation to the next. 

Whether tradi tiona l practices or values may 

still be contributing , slightly or significantly , to 

present- day behaviour patterns of Maori children has 
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been the subject of some debate . It has been suggested 

(eg. Adams , 1973) that such questions are no longer 

relevant , and that any differences in behaviour displayed 

by Maori children today are better explained by 

variables such as SES . or family size and so on . On the 

other hand, Walker (1 9 73 ) holds that there is cultural 

continuity within Maori society even over the 

transition from rural to urban living. Hence , the 

possibility tha t something from a cultural past may still. 

exist , in this case an apparently distinctive preference 
for larger friendship groupings , should be investigated , 



even if t he result is only to establish more defini tely 

that the suspected influence no longer exists. However , 

if a broad and possi bly significant pattern of differ ent 
behaviour should be found , then whatever its source 

might be , the difference itself should be r ecognised , 

especial ly by t hose involved in education . 

In thi s study , the sear ch for a behavioural 

difference i s restricted to an examination of one 

aspect of behaviour only , viz . children ' s preferences 
relating to : 

1. the size of friendship groups , and 

2. the stability of Friendship groups . 

These are abbreviated in the text to ' Size ' and 

' Persistence ' of friendship groups for convenience . 
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l\ 1 though Maori and Pakeha children have been 

spoken of in a general sense to this point, the r eferences 

a r e in fact limited to the situat jon in one Nor th Island 

town where there happens to be a sizeable minority of 

Maori people . For several r easons it would not be valid 

to generalise more widely in the absence of fu rther 

r esearch . The first r eason r elates to ethnicity . It is 

possibl e that whatever const itutes ' Maoriness ' today may 

vary to some extent in different tribal areas . Secondly , 
the effects of other envi ronmental variables such as 

local histor y , the numeri cal ratio between the two ethnic 

groups, between 'local ' and ' immigrant ' Maoris , between 

rural and urban populations , introduce too many 'unknowns 1 

to permit confident predictions over a wider area. The 

findings of this study shou l d be considered applicable 

only t o friendship behaviour in a particular geographica l 
area . 

As a basis for a research project the idea 

outlined above seemed to have some interest and a l so 

some methodological advantages which might be exploited. 

To mention some of the apparent advantages first, this 

idea s eemed to ' get around' some of the objectivity 
problems commonly f ound in social science r esearch. 



If children were asked to write down lists containing 

the names of their friends , on say two occasions six 

months apart , these would f orm some sort of quantified 
expression of an attitude about one aspect of friendship 

at least . Something about the children 's attitudes 
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would be revea led in some degree , unselfconsciously and 

without having recourse to introspection . 1'he delicate 

topic of ethnic differences could be explored unobtrus

ively. A nebulous impression could be confirmed or 

r efuted in a quantifiable way , perhaps , (without revealing 

the underlying i nt0rest in ethnici. ty ) by asking the 
children to write lists of their friends • n~m0.s , thus not 

tapping uhatcver value judgements they might have in that 

area . These express ions of attitude should not raise 

the doubts often felt by researchers about introspection , 
' social ly desirable ' answers , and whether the reasons 

given arc the 'real ' reasons . 

These expressions o.£ i:lttj tudc wou l d provide the 

Dependent or Crit erion Variable of' the investigations . 

Also, if some ' background ' information could be 

obtained about each child, e g. parents ' ethnic origins 

and occupations , the sizQ of the family, whether there 

are relatives living in the district and so on , then it 

should be possible (technically) to P~rtial out the 

effects of some at least , of the 0nvironmental 

variables that might appear to co-vary with ethnicity, 

usi.ng the mult iple r egression orocedure . 

These environmental differences among the 
children would form the Independent Variables . 

Problems likely to arise seemed to centre around 

such questions as : How many Maori- looking children 

were partly Pakeha? What actually would such lists 

indi cate about attitudes to friendship? If a difference · 

in behaviour between Maori and Pakeha children were 

revealed, what would it mean? How or where should 
causes or contributory influences be sought? 



Assuming that some plausible-sounding 'explanation' 

should be found , could the connection between cause 

and effect be proved? If a beha vioural difference 

were not uncovered, what would this say about the 

present day occurrence of Maori cultural influences? 

More detailed enquiries seemed to be worthwhile . 

The research problem would need to be defined more 

specifically. This first chapter describes the prelimi~ 

nary steps in setting up the project, the considerations 

involved in planning the type of investigation, including 

a brief discussion of some general issues related to 
the topic . 

A MA ORI - PAHEKA DISTINCTION 

It seems desirable to begin by making some 

reference t o Maori-Pakeha diff er ences in general terms. 

The impression originally formed referred to Maori and 

Pakeha children. Such an impression was obviously based 
on the appearance of the children , and just as obviously, 

a more accurat e differentiation will be required for 

this study. The question arises, what sort of meaning 

is conveyed today by the terms Maori and Pakeha? All too 

often, it seems, when Maori-Pakeha differences are being 

di scussed , misunderstandings persis t unperceived because 

variations in the connotations of these terms pas? 

unnoticed. Generalisations are frequently made using 

these words which are vague and have different meanings 

for different people . The problems associated with 

this ambiguity can be illustrated as follows : 

To refer to Maori children (or to Pakeha 

children) is to categorise according (approximately only) 

to ethnic origin. But, by common usage, 'Maori' often 

refers to many people descended from Pakeha as well as 

Maori ancestors. 
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In these cases, the first criterion is usually supp
lemented by a second, ' Maori appearance '. Other people , 

similarly descended but Pakeha in appearance, are not 

usually categorised as Maori un less they proclaim 

themselves to be so, a th::ird criterion. However, in 
some of these cases at least, thi s last criterion is 

not seriously accepted by others unless the subject 

overtly and deliberately adopts what he or she consider s. 

to be a Maori set of behaviours, a fourth criterion. 
As if the scope for confusion were not enough so far , 

the variety which is contained implicitly in the last 

criterion will be indicated briefly. 
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The experiences involved in being a Maori are 

likely to vary considerably according to many factors : 

sex , age , the part of the country lived in, tri ba 1 
affiliat i ons, lineage in Maori terms (whakapapa ), 

occupationa l status in Pakeha terms , whether Maori is 

spoken , extent of knowledge of traditional matters , 

rural or urba n residence, type and degree of association 

with other Maoris, and with Pakehas . (Garrett, 1973 ) 

For the purposes of this investigation it is 
necessary to restrict the meanings of these two principal 

terms . As things stand , to define a person as a Maori 

is not to al locate him to a category within which every 

cas e is identical , it is to apply a vague social label 
with few fixed connotations. 

The children observed appeared to be Maori, but 

were they? What should be the basis for deciding 

ethnicity? No doubt whatever method is used will have 

some weaknesses (see above) . Self-identification seems 

preferable to identification by teachers , but sometimes 

children call themselves Maori simply because they find 

it is easier than explaini ng the details . If the 

children were asked to describe the ethnic status of 

each parent , the result might be more accurate . Even 

though the statements might not be strictly correct 

biologically, they might make it possible to eliminate 

some doubtful cases. 



On this basis children could be al lotted with 

greater accuracy to categories such as 1. Maori , 
2. Pakeha , 3 . Maori/Pakeha , and 4 . Others 

(to include mainly those not born in New Zealand ). The 

primary comparison would be between the first two 

categories (so defined ) while the third could be used to 

s u pply f urther data . This matter or being able to 

allocate children to ethnic categories with some 

accuracy is of importance in this study because , in 

effect , this thesis is asking whether , and if so , to 

what extent , children born of Maori parents will 

behave di f fcrently from children born of Pakeha 

(ie. non- Maori New Zealand) parents of European 

descent . 

The questinn of discnt =mgling genetic from 

cultural influences lies outside the scope of this 

thesis , however , the debate in the Harvard Educational 

Review during 1969-70 , following Ll n article by 

A. R. Jensen (1969) , illustrates the co~plexity of 

the evidence and the arguments surrounding racial 

(ethnic ) difference . The empha sis in this thesjs falls 

on a search for a cultural component , and to see whether 

it still plays a significant part in the lives of those 

Maori children being surveyed, in comparison with some 

other kinds of influence presumed to affect all the 

children being surveyed , Maori and Pakeha . Careful 
categorisation of the children is essential because 

systematic and substantial differences in family 

socialisation methods , everyday experiences of children 

in the home , neighbourhood or school , are not readily 

apparent across any of the social categories usually 

applied in New Zealand , eg . social c l ass , rural-urban , 

Maori-Pakeha, l arge or small families . In particular, 

it cannot be said that Maori families experience a way 
of life which is totally different from that of Pakeha 

families . It is for this r eason that confusion arises 

because certain behaviours may appear to be characteris

tically (if not exclusively) Maori , mainly because of the 
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high ' visibility • of Maori children , when they are 
possibly due to interaction effects with some other 
influence or range of influences whose existence is less 
obvious such as family size, rural-urban residence or 

S. E. S. 

It has been suggested above that there is great 
variety in the experience of being a Maori . It is very 
likely that this range overlaps considerably the range 
of experience of most Pakehas and yet it may be the 
case that despite all the experiences that Maori children 
share , or appear to share, with Pakeha children in their 
early formative years , it is possible that there could 
still be some sort of influence which exerts itself 
systematically in those early (and perhaps a lso later) 
years so that some Maoris at least still display 
behaviour that has some distinctive f ea tures . A possible 
source of such an influence will be out lined in Chapter Two . 

A MATTER OF BIAS 

In an investigation of this kind , the possibility 
of bias affecting the results must be acknowledged and 
suitabl e controls be provided . Firstly, the aspect of 
child behaviour to be assessed should be of such a nature 
that the public enquiry phase , ie. the collection of the 
data from a g:roup of children , should not r evea l to those 
participating that the study is primarily concerned with 
their ethnic origins and the possible consequences thereof . 
This is to preclude the possibility of subjects displaying 
some form of ethnic bias, either by giving what they 
think might be the socially approved answers , or by 
giving facetious, irresponsible or simply ill-considered 

answers . The study's true purpose needs to be disguised in 
some way too, not only for the above reasons, but also 
because for some people (teachers as well as parents) 
etlni cityis a delicate subject best swept under the 
carpet and left there . 
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secondly, and related to the first requirement, 

'opinion sampling' should not form part of the method. 

From children especially, the proffering of possibly 

second-hand and uncritically acc epted opinions would 

be unlikely to provide useful informa tion. A more 

important defect of opinion sampling is that introspec

tion (upon which it is based) is a method of psycho
l ogical enquiry which has been severely criticised, 

(eg. Hebb 197 2 , Morgan and King 1971 ). Therefore, no 

useful purpose would be served by giving child subjects 

in particular the opportunity to provide reasons or 

explanations for their behaviour. 

Thirdly, the possibility of bias on the part 

of the researcher must be recognised. This can enter 
at many points and controls must be consciously and 

conscientiously instituted, as f or i nstance in the 

measure of the children's behaviour . Obviously, the more 

direct the connection between the children 's responses 

and the soci a l s ituation to which they r efer , not only is 

it more likely that the relationship can be demonstrated, 

bu t it is also less likely that the researcher will be 

ab l e to manipulate the evidence. Interpretation of the 

meaning of the relationship might be arguable but the 

actual numerical differences constitutefacts verifiable 
by other workers. The integrity of the researcher is 
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also vital at the point of contact with the children t o 
avoid giving ' clues' as to the answers expected . Generally, 

his aim should be to prevent the conditions being varied, 

particularly in ways which might work unfairly in favour of 

the hypotheses being tested. (Kerlinger 1964). 

THE NATURE OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 

It should be apparent that the observations being 

made about the children's behaviour do not attempt to analyse 

individual behaviour at all. The reasons for each child's 

behaviour are not sought , nor its effect on any other 
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individual . Interest centres only on two readily 

observable and rather simple features which say very 

little about each individual and ignore many other 

aspects of his behaviour or personality. Also, it has 

to be admitted , these two features do not say much abrut 

either the nature of friendship or a bout f riendship 

behaviour . What they do provide is an indication of each 

child ' s preferences as to the size and changeability of 

his f riendship network . The usefulness of such information 

is therefore probably limit ed to large- scale exploratory 

studies where the aim is not the •in- depth ' analysis of 
an individual ' s behaviour , but the search for widespread 

patterns of similar behaviour observable in many indivi d

uals . In such cases, the more complex the 1 bit' of 

behaviour to be s tudied , the more difficult it is to 

observe it accurately and also the l ess f r equent will be 

its occurrence . Restricting the 1 bits 1 of behaviour to 

two simple aspects of ' friendliness ' or ' approaching

others ' behaviour as in this study requires justification 
perhaps , as it may seem too elementary to use as a 

criterion on which to base a statement about ethnic 

differences . Such a procedure seems justifiable for 

severa l r easons . 

Pirstly, the measuring instruments contemplated 

(lists of f ri ends ' names ) do seem to provide a reasonably 

valid measure of a child ' s feeling about the preferred 

size and persistency of his friendship grrupings , which 

was , after all , the original impression fonned . The 

underlying assumption is of course , that how a child 

feels about friendships is influenced by ingrained 

cult ural pressures (as well as by personal idiosyncracies ). 

If this par ticular cultural i nfluence exists , its 

behavioural manifestation might be measur able as a sig

nificant trend acr os s a large number of cases . 

secondly , it must be remembered that the aim is 

to seek br oad patter ns , not to analyse deeply the nature 

of t he individual child ' s friendships . 
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Thirdly, as suggested earlier, the basis of the 

ethnic c a tegorization is t entative . Apart from its two 

surface manifestations , as it were , the social label and 

the distinctive physical appearance; the behavioural basis 

for ethnic differentiation might be more apparent than 

r eal , particularly as far as young children are 

concerned . It might be better to take a small step that 

can possi bly be substantiated rather than a more 

ambitious one with a much lower chance of success . 

Fourthly, and arising from the previous point , 

because it is anticipated that the level of uniformity 

of behaviour within either ethnic group mi ght not be 

very high , the basis of comparison should be limited 

in thi s exploratory study . If further examination of 

the question seems warranted th0 complexity of the 
variables could be extended . 

Fifthly , the final consideration is that the 

dependent varjables should be directly quantifiable , 

which, of course , the lists of friends are . 

Having made decisions about the independent 
and dependent variables, the overall requirements of 

the test are fa lling into place . The next question 

to be considered is the interpretation of the test 

results . If behavioural di fferences are found which 
appear to co- vary with any of the categories in the 

independent variables, how and where might the caus·es 

or relationship be sought? To avo i~ the unproductive, 

ad hoe approach , the search for some appropriate or 
plausible mechanism which could be shown to be re

lated perhaps to the differences in behaviour will 

involve recourse to the literature on child social

ization practices in New Zealand. This process 

has the added advantage of supplementing the initial 

'Hunches ' as a source of hypotheses to be investigated 
in this project. 



INTERPRETATION OF THE TEST 

simply to confine an enquiry to this empirical 

level would provide only a simple statement of fact : 

Maori children , ie . those who identify as Maori do 
(or do not) have different patterns of friendship 

behaviour from Pakeha children . In order to move 

beyond the empirical statement of fact some attempt 
at •explaining ' the fact seems called for . Either 
hypothetical •causes ' for the observed phenomenon 

might be proposed , or e lse predictions might be made 

citing some later behaviour as ' effects • . This latter 

step would be moving closer to the fom of the 

naturalistic field experiment (Kerlinger , 1964 . 382-6) 

but would be beyond the resources pr esently available. 

In the circumstances, it seems preferable to seek the 

mnst likely (i n the researcher's opinion), •cau ses ' or 

' contributory factors' or antecedent events, and then 

endeavour to show a pl ausible chain of inferences 
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leading from tho s e antecedent events or conditions to the 

phenomenon being measured. 

What these antecedent conditions might be is the 

next concern . It has been suggested that a major source 

of the presumed difference in friendship behavidur might 

be found in the child ' s early experiences . The child 

socialization methods ; child- rearing practices , type of 

parent- child interaction , style and extent of interaction 
with other relatives and parents ' values about the 

child ' s present or future roles , might all differ as 

between Maori and Pakeha families, perhaps markedly or 

perhaps in smal~ subtle , scarcely noticeable ways . 

The problem here is to find out just what sort 

of experiences the children might have had when they 

were younger . It might be suggested that descriptions 

based on self- report might fill the gap , but there are 

several weaknesses inherent in this method . 
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Firstly , for the children currently being surveyed, self

r eport, either by children or parents , would involve 

rel i ance on their memories back over many years. Secondly, 

the sorts of behaviour being described are complex in 

their interaction and it would probably be beyond the 

ability , leve l of insight and expression of unsophis

ticated people to describe them at a ll accurat ely. 

Thirdly , there is the possibility of respondents trying 

to guess at the ' socially- acceptable ' answers , ie . to 

give the interviewer those answers they suspect he might 
like . Taking these points into account , reliance on any 

use of self- report in this connection could not be 
consider(~d . 

Direct reference to the earlier years of the 

children seems out of the question . Another alternative 

w uld be to r ecas t the wh ole enqu iry , to make it a 

longitudinal- type study over a period of many years , 

fol lowing the experiences of two groups of children , 
( ' representative Maori ' and ' representative Pakeha ' 

presuJnably) dnd observe their friends hip behaviour in 

later years. Even if this were not out of the question 

for pr actical reasons , it should still be preceded by an 

exploratory survey seeking to establish in general terms 

whe ther the expected answer is even a possibility . 

The final aspect of the test to be considred 

at this stage is its scope . To what sized group of 
children should it be admini stered? What age or ages 

should they be? 

THE SCOPE OF THE SURVEY 

There are a variety of factors to be considered 
here . In the first place, the aim is exploratory rather 
than definitive or narrowly analytical . It is expected 

that behavioural differences between any of the categories 

contained in the independent variables will not be large , 

mainly because of the lack of marked differentiation 



in behaviour patterns in New Zealand society as a whol e , 

(The vaunt ed e ga litarian e thos) . Ha rker (1 976 ) 
refers to New Zealand's ' flatter social landscape •. 

It is also expected that variations within categories 

could be of approximately the same order of size as 

the between- group differences, due to the minimal 

eff ectiveness of societally impos ed constraints affect

ing any of t he ca t e gor i e s . In bri ef , it is exp ec ted 

that i t wi l l be di ff i cult t o di stinguish be t ween t he 

' within- group ' and the 1 between- group 1 differences . For 
Lhis reason thG size of the sample should be a s lar ge 

as possible . 

Turning to the qtiestion of age , it would seem 

tha t one sour..:e o f variance which could l egi tima t e ly be 

avoided i s that du e to differences in age , hence it i s 
desirable that a l l the chjldren be of approximate ly t h e 

s~me age . As to the most suitable age , t wo major 

interl ocking probl ems become apparent . As a f irst 

wor k i ng assumpt ion , i t ha d se8ned that t h e mos t l i kely 

sour ce of difference between Maori a nd Pakeha ch ildr en 
wou ld be experi ences within the family . Prior to 

s t a rtin g s chool a t f ive year s , childr en would be much 

l es s affect ed by e xp eriences outside the family than 

the y would be a few year s hter . But , because a l a r ge 

sca le survey seems ess ent i a l ( to minimiz e the effect s of 

r a ndom va r iat ion and for other r easons ), such a survey 

would r equire written answers for pra ctica l conve~ience . 

Childr en of five y ears could not be e xpected to write 
the sort of answers required, nor eve n could children a 

few years older . To t est this poi nt , a sma ll scale pilot 

test was given to a group of Standard Three and Four 

children. It quickly became obvious t hat even at that 

level, children had problems . Som e could not spell well 

enough for their friends ' names (or their parents ' 

occupations ) to be recognized. Some did not know 

(or appeared not to ) what sort of work their parents did . 
It was felt that the minimum age group which could be 

used would be Form One children . 
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The interlocking problems were of the •catch- 22 ' 
variety , because to observe the children in the only 

manner believed practicable , at the time when the 

suspected source of influence would be most potent was 

impossible because the children c0uld not write , while 
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to observe their behaviour at an age when they could 

write , seemed unsatisfactory because o r the long time 

span during which many other extraneous and/or systematic 
influences could be expected to be at work . Upon 

reflection , it was felt that a survey carried out on 

children aged 11-1 ? years mi0ht still provide an adequate 

test of the supposed ethnic difference , for the following 
r t:::asons . 

If Maori children do in f~ct behave differently 

from Pakeha chi ldren (.:ind the statistical tes t proposed 
should provide some indication on this point) then the 

most likely , but not necessr1ri ly the only possible , source 

of this different behaviour would seem to be the Maori 

cnltural characteristics or their f:1milies . Apart from 

this influence , children or both ethnic groups (certain

ly all those living in urban areas) seem to be exposed 

to virtually the same experiences . They go to the same 

schools , play the same games toget her , watch television , 
listen to radio , visit the same cin emas . At school , 

Maori children are under a variety of pressures to 

conform to Pakeha social standards (\·'alker 1973) . 

To summarize all these influences , it might be sai.d that 
their total effect seems potentially so strong that it 

would be surprising if the Maori children displayed any 

differences at al l . The nett effect of delaying this 

test of children ' s friendship behaviour till the age 
of 11-1 2 years .would seem to be to strengthen the 

similarities between Maori and Pakeha at the expense of 

the particul ar difference being investigated . Ther efore , 

it was concluded that the use of Form one children would · 

provide a rigorous test of the hypotheses . 



Another advantage of surveying children early 
in their Form One year is that all of them, including 
those attending the two Catholic schools in the area, 

would have just entered a new school. This refers to the 
change from primary school or convent and means that all 
the children would be facing the similar experience of 
having to adjust to a new environment, and to develop 
new friendships. 

The most appropriate decision here, regarding 
age , seemed to be that the entire Fonn One age cohort of 
the town in which the observations have taken place, 
should complete the questionnaire being planned. 
(see Appendix One for a copy of the questionnaire) 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

Summarizing all the features outlined above 
it would seem that a workable basis for an empirical 
test would be to ask a large group of Maori and Pakaha 
children to write down a list of their friends• names 
and then, after an interval of say six months, repeat 
the process. This would indicate both the preferred 
size of each child's friendship groupings and the 
extent to which changes in menbership are made over a 
period of time. The children could be asked for details 
of their family composition at the same time, and, buried 
among the other questions would be sone about the 
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parents• ethnic identities. Careful wording of the 
instructions might reduce if not eliminate the possibil
ity of the children perceiving these questions as 
indicating an interest in a Maori-Pakeha canparison. 
Further descriptions, including the operational 

definitions, of the independent variables are given in 
Chapter Three, as part of the development of the hypotheses. 



A questionnaire with this format would provide: 
Firstly, various •social facts• about each child, viz, 
parents• occupations and ethnicity, family size, child's 
birth order, family address and the proximity of 
relatives, ie. the data needed for the independent 
variables. 
secondly, three numbers or •scores•. 
1. The number of friends that the child records. 
2. The number of friends six months later. 
3. The number of names occurring on both lists. 
A ratio. 'score• formed by stating the number of names 
repeated as a proportion of the number of names in the 
first list would constitute a way of indicating the 
child's preference regarding persistence of friendships. 
A low score on this list would indicate a rapid turnover 
of friends, suggesting a very fluid situation, a casual 
attitude about keeping friends perhaps, but certainly 
revealing a very different situation to the one where 
the turnover of friends is very low. 
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The number of names on the first list can be used 
to indicate the preferred size of the friendship group, 
while the number of names occurring on both lists 
provides some indication of the preferred level of 
persistency displayed in retaining f riendships. 

These two scores for each child form an enpirical 
basis upon which a useful statistical analysis is possible. 
While it would be unrealistic to expect that indivi·dual 
children•s scores would be exactly the same if the 
research were repeated a year later, it does seen 
reasonable that groups of childrenpossegsing some similar 
characteristics might, at a later retest, produce group 
scores that were similar. Based on the expectation that 
such uniformities are likely, then, if the test is 
tapping a significant aspect of behaviour, the group 
means obtained by a single research project might have 
some significance. However, a replication of the project 
would be required to confirm this. 



More particularly, any differences between the 
means of each ethnic group would be most useful in 

indicating whether those children who identify themselves 
as Maori respond differently (as a group) to those 
who identify as Pakeha (as a group). But in this 
connection it is necessary to keep in mind two points: 
firstly, the size of each group is important in 
assessing whether a mean difference of a given size is 
large enough to be statistically significant, the larger 
the groups the smaller the mean difference needg to be; 
secondly, when a hypothesis is being developed for 
testing, the researcher must exercise caut ion in 
interpreting levels of significance. A tendency may 
be apparent just below a given 'P' level, it may be 
theoretically significant, but furthe r research should 

be carried out before any change in the status quo can be 
accepted. (Glass and Stanley, 1970. 282 . Ari, Jacobs and 
Razavich, 1972. 1 31 .) 

Because of the difficulties forseen in obtaining 
accurate data for each child surveyed , the only practical 
a lternative seems to be to look for evidence in the 
literature about the existence of any generalized patterns 
of family socialization in New Zealand which might seem to 
be relevant to the ques tion of Maori-Pakeha differences 
in the particular district chosen. The actual relevance 
of this material to this group of children is unknown of 
course and requires the assumption that the Maori and 
Pakeha families in the district conform substantially to 
whatever general patterns are found to exist . 

More importantly however, fran the literature 
must be sought appropriate foundations fron which to derive 
the theoretical framework, into which the investigation 
phase of this thesis must be fitted. 'I'Wo functions are 
served by this, firstly, the literature relates the 
project to other research and to other appropriate 

theory, and secondly, ideas are generated which may guide 
the development of the most suitable research design, both 
of which help to avoid an 'ad hoe• approach. 
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The search for an appropriate mechanism through 

which the assumed ethnically-based inf l uence might be 

transmitted to children and an extended exposition of that 

mechanism as an element in the child-socializat ion proce

sses form the contents of Chapter Two. In Chapter Three 

some of the assumed effects of this and other variables 
on the later friendship behaviour of the children are 
developed into formal hypotheses. The method of putting. 

these hypotheses to the test is discussed in Chapter Four, 
while Chapter Five contains the results of the tests. 

In Chapter Six an interpretation of the results is offered, 
together with a discussion of some of the implications 

which seem to arise. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

A THEORETICAL MODEL 

In the search for factors which might contribute 
towards an explanation of the presumed difference between 
Maori and Pakeha children, the literature on child-reari~g 
and family socialization practices in New Zealand has been 
examined, only to find that sources of real infonnation 
on these matters are extremely few in number. In fact, 
the only substantial research study published to date 
is that of Ritchie and Ritchie, 1970. This is, they 
explain, a partial replication of the Sears, Maccoby and 

Levin (1957) study of 370 Boston families. But whereas Sears, 

et al, did not claim representativeness beyonda Boston middle 

class group, Ritchie and Ritchie, on the basis of 151 
families, offer their generalizations as representing 
New Zealand-wide patterns '---at least until other and 
better research can be undertaken.' (Ritchie and Ritchie 

1970). Ritchie's 151 families are divided into six groups 
- three Maori and three Pakeha - thus making each group 
rather small for such far-reaching generalizations. As 
far as the comparisons between Maori and Pakeha are 
concerned, however, the evidence of Maori family practices 
is supplenented by the research carried out previously 
by Ritchie at 'Rakau' (1956, 1963) and by the Bea,gleholes• 
(1946) study of 'Kowhai'. 

Writing in the same year, Houston (1970) notes 
the paucity of studies directed at the Pakeha family, · 
but his comment on the "ready fund of evidence on the 
development and the childrearing practices of the Maori" 
(p.26) does not really bear examination. Of the three 
authors he cites, Ausubel (1961) and Schwimmer (1964) 
both acknowledge their debt to the third author, 
Ritchie (1956, and 1963). 
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Any attempt to analyse differences between Maori 

and Pakeha in child rearing methods which possibly 

contribute to behavioural differences in later childhood 
must rely heavily on Ritchie• observations and conclusions, 

mainly because there is no other research of a comparable 

magnitude, but conversely, until there is other research 

which supports those conclusions, inferences based on 
Ritchie's material must be treated cautiously. 

In this thesis, the distinction between Maori 
and Pakeha child rearing methods which Ritchie regards as 

a fundamental one is noted and some of the implications 

which seem to B:ilow from the differences in those methods 
are developed and extend into the later years of childhood. 
Means of testing some hypotheses derived from the 

implications are proposed. 

COMPARISON OF MAORI AND PAKEHA CHILD REARING METHODS. 

Ritchie's description of the Pakeha family 

emphasizes the effects of its nuclearity, particularly 
those effects that isolate and insulate it. (See Houston 

1970, 21-35. Ritchie and Ritchie (1970) and Chapter 10 

by J. Ritchie in Webb and Collette, eds. 1973). 

By comparison, the Maori family contains features 

which appear to indicate the survival of elements 

believed to have derived from the extended family s·tstern 
considered typical of Polynesia, (Ritchie and Ritchie, 

1970, 129-138). The emphasis is on the lack of emotional 
exclusiveness, together with a broad sharing principle 

and a diffuse boundary between the nuclear family and the 
extended family group. 

What this difference between the two sorts of 
family actually means in terms of every day experience 

can be obtained from the descriptions by Houston (1970} 

and Ritchie and Ritchie (1970). 
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THE PAKEHA FAMILY 

Houston (1970) discusses the question of which 
characteristics could be considered typical of the 

nuclear family and draws attention to the essential 

criteria of nuclearity. First, there must be a solidary 
mother-child relationship ie. one characterized by a 
mutual dependence transcending physical care, which must 

exist over a period of years, and secondly, there must be 
a special relationsh,ip between the child's parents; 
special in the sense that it is mutuallypossessive and 
from which all others (including close relatives) are 

strongly excluded. Houston attributes this to conditi ons 
peculiar to New Zealand, such as the isolation of 
pioneering days, followed by the sort of i so lati on 
quite common today which is produced in part by geographic, 
occupational and social mobility. He suggests that these 
influences, combined with some lesser features, tend to 
accentuate the intensity and exclusiveness of the emotional 
relationships within Pakeha families. 

Ritchie (1973) refers to the lonely position of 
Pakeha mothers, a l oneliness which serves to intensify 

the mothers' relationships with their children still further. 

The corollary is of course that the children brought up 
in such an environment become conditioned to behaving in 
similar ways (lack of other models) in their associations 

with other people, where-ever possible. For the purposes 
of this study, the main point is that in the Pakeha 
family the mother (as the chief socializing agent) has 
virtually uncisputed control over the child for the first 
five years at least and then usually for a few more 
years but at a reduced level. During this period a complex, 
intense and exclusive emotional relationship usually 
develops between mother and child, and, to a lesser extent, 
between father and child. The mother becomes the child's 

primary identification figure and reference person.* 

See note at foot of next page. 



She mediates most of his experiences so that he becomes 
accustomed to hearing an adult point of view expressed 
even if he does not mould his own perception appreciably 
to that viewpoint. As far as his relationshiP3with 

siblings and peers are concerned, these are largely 

controlled by adults, usually his own mother but occasion
al ly by others such as friends • mothers or kindergarten 
teachers. 

THE MAORI FAMILY 

Contrasting with the small, tightly7 knit, rather 
isolated Pakeha family unit is Ritchie and RitchidS(1970) 
characterization of the Maori family. Chapter 19, in 
particular, presents a composite picture of Maori child 
rearing practices, bringing together the results of 
the Beagleholes' (1946) Kowhai study , Ritchie's (1963) 
Rakau studies as well as their most recent research. 
This section discusses in sane detail those aspects of 
Maori and Pakeha child-rearing as described by Ritchie, 
which are considered most likely to contribute in some 
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way to producing different patterns of friendship behaviour 
in later childhood. However, this discussion will deal 
more fully with the process affecting Maori children 
mainly because it is much less visible, being largely 

submerged by the dominant Palceha pattern. Another reason 
for the emphasis on the Maori process is its potential 
significance if this interpretation can be shown to be 
still a vital element in the socialization of Maori 
children today. 

* For the purpose of making general statements 
about •the child' in this thesis, but expecially in this 
Chapter, the sex of the child is stated as male, but 
both boys and girls are being referred to unless otherwise 
indicated. Obviously, childhood experiences will vary in 



many respects for boys and girls. Both Maori and Pakeha 
parents (for different reasons, partly) distinguish 
between the sexes in their socialization practices 

(Ritchie and Ritchie 1970). At appropriate places, 
reference is made to the different treatment or behaviour 
of boys and girls. 

There seem to be two main features of Maori child 
rearing which distinguish it most clearly from Pakeha 
practices. The first of these is what Ritchie describes 
as a • •••• lack of exclusiveness between Maori parents 
and children •••• , (p. 132).* There is not the same 
sharp boundary as there is surrounding the Pakeha nuclear 
family. Ritchie suggests that this more diffused level 

of emotion denotes and is part of t he still partially
functioning extended family structure in which adult 
members may continue to expect to share close emotional 
ties with each other's children. Also, this general 

sharing in the warmth of the extended family is part of 
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a broader principle of sharing both material and emotional 

benefits. The Ritchies consider that this principle has 
derived from the traditional Maori life style and also 

that it has parallels in other Polynesian cultures (p. 138). 

Another aspect of difference is that Maori 

socialization encourages more denonstrative displays of 
enotion than the Pakeha norms. Given this style of 
emotionality permeating the family relationships then it 
will seem quite natural that there should not be the 
sort of bond which is characterized by an exclusive 
intensity. With regard to the adoption out of a child, 
for example, the mother will not feel bereft or threatened 
by the loss of the child because in fact there is not 
really a loss. She knows that the child will remain 

part of the larger family circle, sti~l accessible to 
the mother and retained within the diffused but none
theless secure emotional ties of the extended family. 

All parties are aware of who the child's real parents are. 

• Page references in this chapter are to 'Ritchie and 
Ritchie' (1970) 
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In general, the children of the extended family, cousins 
all, are likely to experience close and denonstrative, but 
not intense, ties with each other and with the adults in 

the group. 

It is within this context that the other 
distinctive feature of Maori child-rearing must be under
stood. It has been mentioned earlier that the Pakeha 
mother tends to retain a close physical control over 
her child or children. (The Ritchies refer to •radar 
check', •monitoring,' and •unremitting contact•) as well 
as a tight emotional bond. The Maori practice, on the other 
hand, they argue, involves an active transfer from the 
mother to the older siblings, or sibling sibstitutes, 
of the responsibility for the physical caring for the 
younger child. Traditionally, this happened soon after 
the birth of the next child and, according to Ritchie, 
is still a common occurrence in Maori families. 
Associated with this process and a psyc~ologically 
essential part of it was the weaning of the child from 
emotional dependence on the mother. 'Their 
concern for any earlier child must therefore be reduced 
once another is on the way.• (p. 131) It could be 
argued that this must be a natural part of child-rearing 
in any large family, but this process is supposed to take 
place regardless of the size of the family. In any case, 
Ritchie claims that this is not the whole explanation, 
there is a deep-seated cultural pattern taking effect, a 

pattern moreover which fits in with the extended family 
system, (the •co-relative family•J , see Vaughan 1972) 
which includes the whole family group living in close 
proximity, the elders caring for the young children, 
with all able-bodied adults engaged in ccrnmunal tasks. 

The consequences for the older baby as the mother 
transfers her attention to the new one are described by 
Ritchie: 



"The glowing world ot early childhood comes to a 
close quite sharply as the child graduates £ran 
'lap' baby to 'floor' baby. Thereafter, older 
children assume greater care for younger children 
and the two-year old must find his peace with 
them". (p. 133) The mother is still there but 
is more in the background; she delegates a 
large part of the daily tasks 0£1 the household 

to the older children, including the care of 
the toddlers. Her time is divided between the 
new baby and other adults. 

Ritchie mentions the cultural values he 
discerned as being associated with the mother's behaviour 
and which presumably could contribute to the persistence 
of the pattern: 

"They (the mothers) do not seek to make the 
immature canpanionable but accept their 
immaturity. They do not withold love or 
privileges from their children nor s eek to 
shape their conduct towards explicit ideals . 
There is a simple trust in t he goodness of 
childhood • •• " 
Children 11 

••• are not excluded (fran adult 

affairs) but neither are they included nor 
allowed to interfere. They are just there". 
( p. 1 31 ) 

There is the expectation that young children will 

quickly learn to be independent of adult supervision; 
that older children will assume responsibility for younger 
children and for many family tasks, and that the socializ
ation of younger children can safely be left to the older 

children with a minimum of adult interference. There is 
considerable expectation of help from kinsmen and of 
giving help to other kin as well. The Ritchies note ••• 
"the readiness and willingness of adolescents to step in 
as parents ••• " (p. 132) ie. as parent substitutes; a 
readiness derived, it may be assumed, fran strong cultural 

cortdi tioning. 
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Through all of this, it is possible to perceive 

a cultural •programming• of the parents towards 
relinquishing emotional as well as physical control over 
their children at an early age. An unintended consequence 
of this loss of control, or, in a diluted form, this 
diminution of influence over the children, would be the 
impossibility of exercising the sort of emotional 
blackmail as "Mummy won't love you if you do that". 
The feeling for the children may be and no doubt is, no 
less affectionate, but the bond between mother and child 
is neither intense nor exclusive, neitherpossessive nor 
demanding. Nor is there any suggestion of •guilt' 

feelings at abandoning a heavy responsibility as might 
be the case with a Pakeha mother. The whole situation is 
quite different as the following sentence regarding the 
Pakeha family suggests: 

II the progressive slow independence training 
which characterizes the Pakeha family has 
not progressed far by the time the child is 
four and the parent al expectations are lower 
for this kind of behaviour (ie. independent 
behaviour) than in the Maori family. The 
Pakeha mothers report more conscious develop
ment. They expect less independence than do 
the Maori mothers so the modelling process 
is longer, more controlled and more 
differentiated." (p. 141) 

setting this excerptalongside the previous comments 
points up the extent of the differences between the two 
styles of child-rearing. This long period of control 

and training by the Pakeha parents intensifies and makes 
more complex (due to elements of arnbtvalence) the 
emotional bond between parents and child which develops in 
the pre-school period without much opposition £rem 
external, potentially rival groups. 
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This bond enables the Pakeha parents to retain their place 

as the child's primary reference group for a few more 
years until the challenges frcm the child's peer group 

become much more formidable in adolescence. 

With Maori parents, (according to the Ritchies) 
control over each child is relinquished earlier, or 
(to describe the situation more cautiously) is shared 
with the child's older siblings and peers. The effects 

of this transfer of power on the socialization of the 
Maori child have been described by the Ritchies as they 
occur in several settings and the similarities are 
apparent in Ritchie's earlier data(l963) fr om Rakau, 
rural pa , small town and city groups , albeit in 
progressively weakening form. " ••• for the Maori child 
there is always someone to turn to. He is r arely alone, 
and other children become an extension of the family." 
(p. 130) BUT, his mother no longer act s as mediator on 
his behalf, and he must "make his peace" with his older 
guardians. Any tendency to remain dependent on his 
mother is rebuffed, as she may 11 ••• inhibit it by sharp 
punishment; children of two have learned that life with 
older children, on the whole, provides more satisfactions 
and fewer "growlings'' and "smackings" or other negative 
experiences than does life with parents. It is also 
simpler and more easily controlled." (p. 134) 

The Maori mother in the pa group, 11 ••• has handed 
control over to the peer group, the play group, the older 
siblings and, secure in the world of meaningful adult 
concerns (and babies) she sees no reason to keep a radar 
check on the child or moralize or shape what he or she 
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does." (p. 142) In the small town and in the city too, 
there is still the tendency apparently, for the mother 
to"••• punish for dependence, still require the older 
children's help with the younger, still use rewards rather 
than praise." (p. 144) This is an attenuated fonn of the 
pa version of the traditional style, but the cultural 
values are presumably still present even if only in an 
implicit fashion, as in the younger mother's unconscious . 
imitation of her mother's child-rearing methods and also 
perhaps, for want of a different model. 

Nevertheless, for the child the result is more or 
less the same. As a toddler he learns to transfer his 
dependence from his mother to his older siblings and to 

defer to his peers to the extent that they are enabled 
to exercise control over him. He does not experience 
that continuing close, int ense, exclusive relationship 
with his mother (and, to a lesser degree, with his father) 
that Pakeha children usually have. Because the child is 
not in constant social (including verbal, of course) 
interaction with his mother, his opportunities for modell
ing himself on her are limited. She in turn, is not 
constantly available to mediate all his new experiences, 
interpreting, explaining, building his vocabulary and 
developing his concepts, attitudes and values. 

"We placed great emphasis on this socialization 
by other children and saw it as providing a source 
of confiderlce and security in action when in or 
with a group but leaving the individual child 
•whakama• when unsupported by others. This 
tenn means shy, distressed, embarrassed, ashamed 
and it is a feeling made more likely by the 

expectation of prejudiced judgement by Pakehas." 
(P. 1 34) 

These comments by the Ritchies bring out clearly the 
ways in which the Maori child is likely to feel dependent 
on the group and therefore why he will feel obliged to 
confonn to their demands or at -least why he will be anxious 



to secure their approval. 

This concludes the account of those features of 
the Maori child's socialization as interpreted by Ritchie 
and Ritchie (1970) which appear to indicate that it is 
significantly different from what is known of the Pakeha 
child's socialization experiences. It is hoped that 
enough has been said here of the latter process to illus
trate its course particularly with regard to those aspects 
where it and the Maori process appear to differ most. 
However, in writing of the •Pakeha• process here it is 
acknowledged that no cognizance has been taken so far of 
variations within that category. Variations which need 
to be noted are mostly those due to or associated with 
•social class• or socio-economic status. The stylised, 
over-simplified process described above might be better 
referred to as being more like the •middle-class• pattern, 
but discussion of these points will be taken up again at 
a later stage. For the moment the aim has been to del
ineate what appear to be some essential differences 
between the Maori and the Pakeha styles of child-rearing. 

In summary, it has been suggested that the Maori 
child-rearing methods differ on two counts fran those of 
the Palceha: 

(a) In Maori families there is a less intense, less 
exclusive, lesspossessive, emotional atmosphere, 

but that atmosphere, although diffused, is 
characterized by a level of emotionality which 
is more demonstrative and less inhibited. Nor 
is the boundary separating the Maori nuclear 
family from the rest of the kin group so 
rigidly defined. 

(b) Maori families, whether consciously or uncons
ciously, tend actively to instigate a process of 
emotionally and physically weaning each child at 
an early age, say about 2-4 years. 
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Thereafter , the child's socialization is largely (or at 

least to a much larger extent than with Pakeha children) 

the responsibility of his slightly older sibling-peer 

group. 

From this very generalized picture various 

implications for later s ocial behaviour seem to follow 

logically and in the next section of this chapter these 

will be developed, but at this stage it seems desirable 

to reiterate the qualifications made at the start of 

this chapter about the generalizability of the study 

upon which the above picture has been based. 

In terms of the number of families studied the 

evidence certainly seems rather slight, however , it must 
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be remembered that this weakness is at l east partially 

offset in three ways. Firstly, the method followed by 

Rit chie and his co-workers: intensive interviews and 

extended observations by experienced social scientists 

cou ld be expected to produce consi derable depth of insight. 

Secondly, that a satisfactory level of insight was achieved 

seems to be shown by the supportive comments of many 
writers in this field, eg. Ausubel , 1963. Schwimmer, 1966. 

St George, 1970. 

Thirdly, there are several field studies carried out in 

other parts of Polynesia which contain observations on 
child-rearing methods very similar to those described 

by Ritchie (see Ritchie and Ritchie 1970. 134-138 •. ) 

IMPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENT CHILD-REARING METHODS. 

Of these differences in child-rearing behaviour 

which have been described, it could be said that they are 

differences of degree rather than of kind. This might well 

be so , in fact it is very likely that the differences 

are decreasing as the level of intermarriage and general 

social interactions increase. However , it is argued here 



that the difference in child-rearing is of such a nature 

that, for a high proportion cf Maori families, the 

social behaviour of Maori youngsters is likely to be 

s trongly affected by this type of socialization. 

Making use of the Reference Group 'I.he ory 

terminology of R.r. Merton (1957), M. Sherif (1956), 

I. Newcombe (1 950 ),R Kemper (1 968) and others, it could 

be said that the behaviour of Maori and Pakeha childre n 
could be different because , as they learn to function 

socially, they are relating to different sorts of 

reference groups . The. e reference groups possess 

different characteristics and they make different demands 
on their members, thus in the long term they tend to 

produce different sorts of behaviour by those members 

regardless of whatever other reference groups they might 
relate to later. 

Some useful concepts appear when the Ritchies ' 

data is rejnterpreted into a Reference Group framework . 
As regards the Pakeha child, his parents remain his 

primary reference group, virtually unchallenged for the 

first five years . Typi cally, his siblings and playmates 

remain less important to him than do hi s parents, who 

exercise predominant control during this period. 

For the Maori chi ld on the other hand, the 

position is presumed to be different . His parents are 

displaced by the sibling-peer group as his primary. 

reference group at a much earlier age than in the case of 

the Pakeha child. Ritchie and Ritchie 1970 suggest this 
happens somewhere between two and four years of age. 

Factors which could have a bearing on this would be: 

the child's sex and birth-order, the availability of 

siblings or of sibling-substitutes such as cousins either 
living nearby or brought to live with the family to act 

as siblings, the availability of suitable other children 

eg. neighbours ' for the same purpose and the avai labi li ty_ 

of older people to help care for the young children . 
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It is from these children rather than the parents 

that the Maori child learns his set of social behaviours . 
He is strongly influenced by their ideas of what is 

appropriate in given situations as he absorbs their system 

of norms, values, sanctions and rewards . Thus do they 

fulfi ll the 'normative function' of a Reference Group 
(H.H. Kelley, 1952). In the opinion of L. Mann (1969), 

the extent to which this normative function of the group 

is effective depends largely on the degree to which the 

individual identifies with the group, although Kemper 

(1968) points out that it does not matter whether the 

actor ie. the child, complies willingly or not. The 

norms are effectively functioning even when he conforms 

with reluctance. 

The child enters a rela tionship with these older 

siblings initially because of pressure fran his mother , 
a s noted earlj e r , which •pus hes ' h i m away from her and 

forces him to seek his satisfactions from his older 

siblings. In other words, he embarks on a process of 

•anticipatory socialization' (Merton 1957) by which he 
orients his behaviour t o the new set of norms appropriate 

to the new group . His acceptance into the new group will 

depend to some extent on the accuracy of his perception 

of the group ' s values as well as on the appropriateness 
of his performance in adapting his behaviour. The 

small child , being totally inexperienced, proceeds in a 

trial and error fashion. Unfortunately, the responses 

he receives are likely to be unreliable guides for his 

future efforts because of their inconsistency, caning 

as they do from other quite young children who themselves 

will have had little experience of firm, consistent and 

rationally based guidelines. His efforts at anticipa

tory socialization are therefore, then and later, more 

likely to be aimed at conforming to his perception of 

his peers' requirements from moment to manent, rather 

than trying to understand and codify whatever rational 

basis there might be to his reference group's behaviour. 
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In fact , his lack of opportunity to learn by practical 

exper ience the business of developing a logical and 
consistent basis for relating to other people could 

have important repercussions later when approaching 

other groups with a view to seeking membership . At any 

rate , it seems likely that having to rely on other 
children as models rather than on his parents could 

produce a very different set of outcomes . Although the 

nature of the outcomes and their subsequent effects 

can only be suggested speculatively they appear to be 
psychologically plausible and also to lead in the direc

tion of the particular sort of befriending behaviour 

mentioned in Chapter One. 
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The lack of opportunity to experience the need to 

comply with adult-defined rules due to the displacement 

of his parents as his primary reference group has 

already been noted . The implications of this situation 

could be further amplified. Regardless of the details 

of the rules, if they originate from adults (eg. the 

parents in a nuclear family) they are less likely to be 

capricious, inconsistent and contradictory than if they 

are imposed by other children . Another point is that 

being required to learn adult-set rules might accustom 

the child to defer to the parents, then adults generally , 
with better grace . It seems reasonable to think that 

the association of these two factors in the child ' s mind: 

adult authority figures in general combined with ration

ally based rules, might pave the way for a realization 
by the child of the value to himself of law and orderli

ness . 

Conversely , in the absence of any such system 

of lawful restrictions , or at least in a situation where 

such proscriptions are devalued or rejected , the child is 

likely to become attuned primarily to the need for his 
uncritical acceptance of the demands made on him by the 



members of his group. This habit of ready, unquestioning 

compliance is ingrained in him f rom an early age, 
reinforced by a variety of emotional as well as physical 

pressures bearing on him because of his dependence on 

his peers . It is very likely that he will develop into 

what Riesman (1950) has called the ' other-directed • 

person . The child is rewarded emotionally (by being 

accepted as a group member, a 'good mate•) for observing 

the group's norms. The loneliness brought about by the 

group ' s rejection is a substantial sanction because of 
the child's inability or unwillingness to •buck' both 

the group's and the parents ' norms concerning his 

appropriate behaviour. His dependence on the group 

renders him vulnerable to the sanction of their disapp

roval. Alongside this threat , the sanctions of adults 

are of little avail because his early experience has led 

him not to look to them for support or approval. A 
tendency to reject, devalue, or, eve n at a milder level 
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to be neutral to , entering meaningful relationships with · 

adults would have the effect of rendering the child even more 

dependent on preserving his status ~·ith the grou. It 

has just been said above that the child will tend to 
develop in to an 'other- directed' person , but it can be 

seen that the •other' doing the directing can only be 

someone who has status in the child's eyes. His 

experiences will have tended to produce for him a pattern 

of association with others which will restrict contacts 

with adults in favour of greater contacts with his 

peers . Ritchie bears this out when he comments 

critically on the inconsistent, harsh and arbitrary 

measure s used by many Maori parents . "What children 

learn fran such a pattern is chiefly to avoid adult 

contact." (Ritchie and Ritchie 1975.8) 

The general thrust of the argument here is that 

during the period of his early formative years, the 

Maori child typically experiences a variety of pressures 
or influences which tend to enhance the importance in 

his view of 



his peer group and to diminish the potency of parental 

control and hence that of other and later authority 

figures. If this conclusion can be accepted it would 

also seem reasonable to assume that Maori children would 

be inclined to exhibit behaviour which would indicate 

that they regard peer friendships differently fran Pakeha 

children. It could be said perhaps that for the former 

the peer group has a stronger claim than the family to 

be the 'primary group' whereas for the Pakeha child the 

nuclear family is much more likely to be the primary 

group. 

This reduced influence of the adults on Maori 

children has its effect also in another direction. For 

children from those families where the nuclear family is 
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a strong unit , the development of the children's interests 

in recreational activities is often fostered in varying 

degress by the explanation, encouragement and participa

tion of the parent s . This parental interest promotes a 
stability which helps the child over the ' st icky patches', 

encourages the perseverance which might produce greater 

competence, which in turn rewards efforts and boosts 

self-esteem. Parents also may encourage the child's 

association with other youngsters of similar interests. 

As a result of these experiences, the child becomes 

accustomed to accepting guidance and direction from 

adults; to mixing with other children for the sake of 

the instrumental value of enjoying a particular 

activity. 

In this last paragraph an idealized picture of 

the possibilities of which the nuclear family is 

capable, has been presented rather than what the 

actuality probably is. It is suggested that for the 

Pakeha child and in particular the middle-class child, 

the influence of the parents is a substantial factor in 

the matter of recreational activities, just as it is 

generally in the child's life. While it probably does 
not function as effectively as the last paragraph would 



suggest, parental influence must be considered as a 

factor of some potency in many Pakeha families. 

If this picture represents the extreme at one 
end of a continuum, then the picture showing the other 

extreme should also be drawn to illustrate the effects 

of peer group predominance. 

Without t he experience of the sort of parental 
support described above , the chi l d is not like ly to 
persist with those activities involving extended learn

ing or mental or physical effort of any ki nd . The 

dissatisfactions produced by early failures wi ll tend to 

s tul tify further effort unless they ar e counterbalanced 
by rewards or some other form of emot ional support. The 

provision of these forms of support is mos t likely t o 
come fran someone ( such as a parent) who derives some 
satisfaction fror., the resultin g extension or deve lopment 
of the child . The peer gr oup , by contrast, has little 

or no ves ted interest in promoting extended effort by 
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its members for the sake of activities whi ch ~ossess no 

immediate gratification for those members . To suppose 
otherwise would be to introduce an element of forwa r d 

planning or farsightedness which would not be consistent 

with the picture of the peer group developed thus far . 
The characteristics of the peer group of Maori children 
are believed to be such that the group as a whole and the 

members individually considered , will tend to drift 

rather aimlessly among those activities requiring the 
least amount of organization, planning and disciplined 
effort . Relationships with parents are believed to be 

insufficiently developed to permit either the giving or 

the receiving of the enotional or physical assistance 
necessar y to sustain extended and productive recreational 

activities . 

The effects of these divergent viewpoints or 

styles of association will naturally vary widely. Once 

again , it can be seen that experiences with the •Pakeha ' 
nuclear family will tend to predispose the child brought 



up therein, to be in favour of small social groupings, 

each built around some centre of interest which acts 

as a sustaining force. The within-fami ly experience 

is added to by family controlled or guided movement 

into recreational activities. To such families, partic

ipation in aimless group or 'gang' combinations i s 

likely to be seen as potentially, if not actually 
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harmful and hence to be discouraged strongly. The Pakeha 

child, right through t he pre-adolescent period is 

retained to a cons iderable extent within t he 'sphere of 
influence' of his own nuclear family. The factors which 

tend to make him feel comfortab le with small social 

groups and with groups which have a n 'ongoing' basis, 

ie. some permanent stability have been noted. These 

factors are proposed a s plausible contributing influ

ences to the hypothes e s to be developed later. 

In strong contrast to this situation, the 

influences on the Maori child which bear on him most 

strongly come from the peer group. Lacking parental 

guidance with regard to recreation in earlier years, 
after beginning school he becomes much less susceptible 

to their influence. (see St George 1970). Instead, he 

will tend to seek guidance in thi s a s in other matters from 

the members of his peer group rathe r than from adults. 

In order to retain and preferably enhance thei r status, 

group opinion leaders are likely to adopt •way out', 

extreme, anti-authority positions and the status of 

other members will depend on their being not far behind 
the leaders. 

The rather starkly definite terms in which these 

descriptions are couched may suggest a degree of 

uniformity within each group much greater than is 

intended. Likewise, the suggestion of polarization 

between groups is probably overstated, but the aim has 

been to exemplify important differences between the 

child socialization methods of each ethnic group. 



Ritchie appears to have delineated an essential 

and distinctive feature of the Maori socialization 
process. While it cannot be said t o encompass the 
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whole of the child's s ozialization , perhaps it can be said 

to epitomize those aspects of Maori child-rearing which 

still make a Maori child behave differently in some 
respects when compared with Pakeha children despite all 

the existing pressures towards conformity with the 

Pakeha norms. The fact that Ritchie's description appears 

to have received a considerable measure of support from 

other writers in this field seems to argue a case for 

the validitity of his generalizat i on. On the other hand 

the support might be due to the plausibility of an 

explanation of which the main attraction is that it does 

not directly criticise Pakeha institutions. 

Be that as it may, Ritchie's observations and 

conclusions provide the theoretical foundations for 

some of the factors considered releva nt to this compari

son of Maori and Pakeha patterns of friendship 

behaviour. The general tenor of Ritchie's findings 
presents grounds for a strong sugges tion that if a 

difference between Maori and Pakeha children in this 

respect can be shown to exist, then an ethnically 

related difference in child-rearing practices could 
possibly be at least partially responsible. Whatever 

the actual findings of the empirical investigation, 

any conclusions must be tentative because of the +apse 

of time from the early socializing experiences to the 

time 6f the survey at the Form One level. Allowance 

must be made for the effects of other influences in the 

intervening period and as these could be ailmost 

infinite in number the present enquiry must be restrict

ed to a few examples of the most likely types. 

In the next chapter some of the longer tenn 

effects of these child-rearing practices will be 

examined, as will the effects of those social influences 

chosen for comparison. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE HYPO TH ES ES 

Ritchie's intensive study and portrayal of the 

socialization processes as they occur in Maori and 

Pakeha families provide a base upon which to speculate 
a bout the effects of a few more years of such processes . 

on . the children involved, in particular, to try to 
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answer the question; how might their friendship behaviour 

differ at around say, the age of eleven or twelve? In 

this chapter the se speculative answers are developed into 

hypotheses which can be tested empirically. It is 

assumed that the characteristic Maori and Pakeha child

rearing practices described in Chapter Two will continue 
consistently so that various other inferences may fairly 

be made about the behaviour of Maori and Pakeha children. 

The aim is to build up a hypothetical case for the 

influence of the family socialization practices, but at 

the same tim e to examine the possible effects of other 

influences. 

MAORI CHILDREN 

The Maori child, it is argued, is more likely than 

the Pakeha child to emphasize (quite unconsciously) 
•warmth' or emotionality in his relationships with those 

around him. As Ritchie (1963) said of the children at 

Rakau, •a cold, logical approach to others is negatively 

valued.' From Maori adults as well as children, the 
Maori child will develop the attitude that a warm, 

uncritical, accepting response to other people is to be 

valued more highly. He is thus more likely to act as 

though the generation of this sort of atmosphere matters 

more than either the intellectual content or the 

emotional complexity of his ·relationships. To him, the 

value of his friendships is perhaps better measured in 

terms of their capacity for providing him with 



immediate satisfactions rather than say, those 

satisfactions to be gained fran long-term material or 

other instrumental gains. 

It is likely that the Maor i child's major 

psychological •need' (in Maslow•s (1954) terminology) 

is for uncritical, undemanding support fran his group. 

Uncritical and undemanding that is , with regard to 

external standards or future goals , but requiring from 
him in return reciprocal support, group loyalty and 

compliance with group norms based on close identification 

with the group. 

It is also surmised that (among other possible 

factors) the small level of parental contact (emotional 
support , verbal in~racti on) that he has experienced, has 

produced inadequate learning and development of sane 

physical and perceptual skills (Clay, 1970). Various 

social competencies (Maori as well a s Pakeha) also may 

have been inadequately learned due t o parental ignorance, 
apathy or rejection, in turn du e perha ps to the effects 

of discrimination a gainst Maori cultural value s and 

practices in years gone by. (Walker, 1974. 

Royal and Tapiata, 1974). 

After starting primary school, his early and 

continuing experi ences there of mixing in a wider 

community with different values , including often a 

disparagement of Maori values (Colgan, 1972) will ·no 

doubt have brought home to him his many inadequacies 

(in the eyes of others) and in particular, produce many 
frustrations for him in his dealings with Pakeha adult 

authority figures. 
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He is faced with having to deal with a combination 

of strange adults with unfamilar requirements based on 

different value systems and a demanding educational 

programme, individualistic and highly competitive. On 

top of this, his willingness to tackle these hurdles is 

sapped by his awareness of the low expectations of his 



parents and teachers (Garrett , 1973. Walker, 1974). 

Beset with these pressures, he is likely to continue to 

prefer to associate with those of his peers whose 

interests and needs are similar t o his own and who 

provide relief and/or escape fran unpleasant social 

pressures. 

Because of his learning from an early age to 

be dependent on a group rather than on one person 

(his mother), it will probably seem more ' natural ' t o 
him to continue with casual , diffuse and extensive 

relationshi ps with many people , i e . with a wide-ranging 

group. It would seem l ess 'natural ' and h ence more 

difficult to become involved wi th only a few in relation

ships which could become intense , complex and sustained 

and thus likely to demand a strong commitment fran him. 

To digress slightly for a moment , it would also 
seem to follO\V from this line of reasoning that two other 

possible styles of behaviour would be even more difficult 

fo r him. Because of his dependence on the goodwill and 

moral s upport of the group, he \VOuld be unlikely to 

pursue actions that might undermine his standing with 

the group. Loss of status or ostracism would be 

particularly hard to bear. The two courses of action 

which he might find hardest, could be either to ' side ' 

with adults against the group (ie. to betray the group 

to teachers or the police) or to follow an individual

istic line of action (eg. to study hard at school)·. 

This particular course would be especially disloyal as 

it would run counter to the group ethos on two counts, 
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it would be s eeking the favour of adults ( 'sucking up') 

and it would be asserting that school achievement mattered 

more than 'staying with my mates.' 

A further point which could be made is that the 

example and the demands of all those who canprise his 

peer group would provide reinforcement for him, as he 

sees them pursuing the same type of easy-going, 

demonstrative but undemanding relationships . If he is 



the •other-directed • person he is believed to be , it 

would be expecting too much for him to take easily to 

another and diametrically opposed pattern of friend

ship, viz . that of small groups , intereely personal and 

persistent (Hermansson, 1974). Even to contemplate 

such a course would involve discarding old values in 

favour of new ones and withstanding the ridicule and 

a buse of old associ ates . The prospective rewards would . 

need to be considerable . 

According to Aronfreed (1 968 ) children are more 

likely to imitate (and the element of imitation is 

important here) the behaviour of the parental or peer 
model where there is a history of nurturant or rewarding 

interaction with the model . A similar point is put 

some1,vhat differently by Bandura and Ross ( 19 67) , when 

they say t hat it is the controller or mediator of 
resources who is the main source of imitative behaviour . 

Viewed from either of these approaches, the Maori chili's 

peer group may be seen to be in a position to exert 

considerable pressure on his beha viour , while he lacks 

the psycho logi cal resources to combat that pressure, 

even if he wished to. 
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As in Chapter Two little at t ention has been paid 

so far to the influence of sex differences in this 

analysis, not that they are not important , but because 

emphasis has been placed on the explication of the ethnic 

differences in broad terms. The Maori fonn of socializ

ation described by Ritchie would seem to give much 

greater freedom to Maori girls than that experienced by 

Pakeha girls (although possible social-class differences 

in this respect will be noted later). Following 

Ritchie ' s argument, it seems likely that for Maori girls, 

peer group influences would tend to over-ride parental 

influences at a much earlier age than for Pakeha girls, 
although possibly not to the same extent as for Maori 

boys . 



PAKEHA CHILDREN 

Contrasting with the above generalized descrip

tion of the Maori chill is the generalised picture of the 

Pakeha child. He grows up in a small nuclear family. 

(In this survey, the mean sizes of Maori and Pakeha 

families are 6 and 3 children resp ectively). He is less 

likely to have contacts with other relatives , and is 

socialized in small groups . He is accustomed to being 

involved with adults as well as children in intense 

relationships by years of close and frequently ambiva

lent association with his parents (mainly the mother) 
and with (usually) only a few siblings . Prior to 
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starting school he is used to having his mother consta ntly 

supervising his activities and mediating his new 

experiences (Ritchie and Ritchie 19 70). The friendships 
he forms are more likely to be i nfluenced by his parents' 

wishes , (his sister ' s friendships even more so). For 

him , the claims of friendships must compete with strongly 

expressed family wishes. He becomes accustomed to a 

pattern of friendship-making characterized by having 

choices limited by adult controls. As he reaches 

outside the family for companions hip ( especially after 

starting school) he is likely to seek and to respond 

to a similar style of association to that which he has 

experienced hitherto within the f ami ly. As his potential 

friends will tend to come fran similar backgrounds 

(parental influence again), it will be a case of like 

reinforcing like , as it was among the Maori children. 

The Pakeha child will probably have much less 

experience than the Maori child of free arrl easy mixing, 

unimpeded by watchful maternal restraints . On the other 

hand , it must be remembered that the Maori child's 

apparently greater freedom of action is not necessarily 
conducive to independent action. His freedom fran 

parental control is obtained at the cost of control by 

the group. Because of the nature of his socialization 

the Pakeha child is more likely to develop competency 



in a greater variety of social skills, learning 

(to appear) to conform to adult requirements, in 
particular. This ability to relate to adults in a 

reasonably satisfying way (for adults as well as 

children), insofar as it does develop - and obviously 

it does not develop equally satisfactorily for all 

Pakeha children - should tend to reduce dependency on 

the peer group. A reduced dependency on the peer group 

in turn should allow the child a feeling of having more 

options open, of being able to ~se friendships to 
further a wider range of personal goals or interests. 

The way is thus open for the child to place a longer

term a nd an instrumental value on his friendships. 

This alternative , of course, is more ' useful' in a 

society which places a higher value on material aspects 

of life than on such vaguely sentimental notions as 

the cultivation of persona l relationships or attention 

to family responsibilities and obligations. 

In contrast to the comments made above about 

the assumed slight effects of the sex differences 
among Maori children , it seems likely that Pakeha 

parents might exercise much more control over daughters 

than over sons (Houston, 1970). Ritchie and Ritchie 

(1970) note this tendency in the mothers of four-year 
olds and it seems reas onable to assume that it might 

be accentuated as daughters approach puberty. If 

this is the case then the friendship behaviour of 

Pakeha girls would tend to reflect this pressure. One 

possible reflection of this pressure could be in the 

direction of smaller and less frequently changed 

friendship networks. 

From these generalised statements two sets of 

possibilities may be predicted about the styles of 

friendship behaviour Maori and Pakeha children might 
adopt. Generally speaking, Maori children will tend to 

make more friendship choices than Pakeha children. 
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That is , they are more likely than Pakeha children 

to express the desire to be associated with a greater 

number of children. Putting this in an empirically 

testable form, it could be said that when children 

in say, Form One, are asked to list the names of their 

friends, Maori children will tend to write down the 
names of more children than will Pakeha children . 

HYPOTHESIS ONE: Maori children will choose 
more friends than will 

Pakeha children . 

Conversely, it is argued that the friendship 

choices of Maori children wi ll be more likely to 

change over a fairly short period. The grounds for 

this belief are that it see~s likely that one effect 

of their e xperience of group upbringing is that 

i ndividua l associations or relationships as such might 

be valued less than the ability and willingness to 
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relate to others in general. One's individuality matters 

less than one's incorporation in the group . Patterns 

of association possibly reflect the ephemeral needs of 

the moment tempered by the need to think t hat one is 

,vell regarded by one's peers. The presumed lower level 

of interaction with adults (which, it could be inferred, 

would entail a lower level of positive affective 

influence) might mean that the children concerned would 

not place the same value as adults on stable relation

ships or the sustained effort required to maintain and 
develop such relationships. Alternatively, those 

adults on whom they are likely to model thenselves 

(mainly Maori), would have grown up experiencing similar 

cultural constraints. Therefore, even as adults they 
might not value stable relationships to any great 

extent. 

As far as the Pakeha children are concerned on 

the other hand, the effect of their sort of socialization 

as described here is likely to influence them towards 



more durab l e relationships within smaller groups . 

Taking i nto account the number of friends chosen · in 

the first place , Pakeha children wil l display greater 

pers i stence than Maori children in sustaining friend

ships . This forms the basis for the second hypothes is. 

HYPOTHESIS TWO: Pakeha children will make 

proportionately fewer changes 

in their friendship choices 

than will Maori chi l dren in the 
same time . 

In effect , these two typotheses assert that 

r egardless of the influences of whatever other differ
ences there migh t be within each group , Maori and 

Pakeha, overall t here wi ll remain a signifi cant differ

ence between the two ethnic groups in the size and 

level of persistence of friendship networks . 

However , whi l e t his predicted difference , if it 

should be found to exist , may be of some interest , the 

effec ts of other variables in the social environment 

cannot be ignored . It is both possible and necessary 

to analyse further the relationships between the 

primary difference and a selection of variables each 

of which , it may be presumed at this stage , exerts some 

regularizing influence on the children ' s friendship 
behaviour. 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF OTHER I NDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
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Aspects of the environment which could conceivably 

affect the friendship (or other) behaviour of children 

are virtually infinite in number . The aim here is to 

select a few , against which the presumed influence of 

ethnicity will be weighed. As the number must be 



restricted to keep the investigation within manageab l e 

proportions , some suitable criterion must be found for 

selecting variables. An appropriate organizing device 

woul d seem to be the nature of the ethni c variable 

itself . It is assumed at present that this influence 
i s connected in some way with the life of the family , 

ie . wi th the soci al interact ion within the fam ily. I f 

Maori children are found to differ from Pakeha children 

with respect to fri endship behaviour , it would be hard 
to find an influence better placed to produce t his 

effect. Working on the assumption that the ethnic 

influence operates within the family the~ of 

alternati ve variable which should be considered should 
also function in the same sphere . 

A second criterion should be that the variables 

chosen should cover (or be in a position to cover) some 

of the more significunt dimensions of family life ror 

both Maori and Pakeha families . 

A third criterion i s aimea at relating the 

investigation to other research dealing with other 

aspects or Maori - Pakeha differences . In his review of 
recent research in this area , Harker (1 973) summarizes 

some determinants of Maori educational achievement 

suggested by various writers . While the subject of this 

thesis may be related to educationa l achievement only 

very i ndirectly, there may be some point in u sing 
variables consider ed by others to have some potency or 

at least some plausibility in that area . Those 

variables considered most suitable for selection besides 

ethnicity are: 

1 . Size of family; 

2. Proximity of relatives ; 

3 . Parents ' socio-economic status . 

These three variables also meet the first two 

cr iteria very well . To them may be added a fourth , 

the Child ' s Sex , which 1s also significant because of 

the obvious di fference in sex- role traini ng and hence 
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in the social experiences of boys and girls in both 

Maori and Pakeha cultures. 

The five independent variables chosen all have 

two important advantages as far as this project is 
concerned: firstly , each one provides a question which 

should be readily answerable by school children; and 

secondly , the nature of each vari able is such that it 

is possible to form meaningful dichotomies within then 
quite easily. The vari ables are designed to discriminate 

among the children on the basis of their possession of 

different charact eristics : eg. being a boy in a large 

Maori lower SES family . 
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Ethnicity is one possible source of variance 

between groups o.f children and the other four variables 
chosen also provide categories within which some 

uniformity of experience may be expected and bet\lreen which 

considerable differences of experience are likely. The 

other four variables seem to have no prima facie relation

ship with ethnicity, such that any particular correlation 

might be expected between them and ethnicity. On the 

other hand , there are no rea 1 theoretical grounds to 

justify an asswnption that Maori and Pakeha children when 

placed together in any one of the other categories will 

behave in identical fashion because of their common 

membership in that category. In other words , it is 

likely that the three environmental variables plus.sex 

may not operate in similar fashion within both ethnic 

groups (ie. there will be an interaction effect). 

SEX OF THE CHILD 

This is the only variable to provide a natural 

dichotomy. It is expected that boys in general will 

display a different pattern of friendship behaviour 

from girls due mainly to the clearly defined sex roles 

which prevail throughout both Maori and Pakeha societies, 



permitting boys greater freedom from adult controls . 

There are differences certa inly , between the ethnic 

groups in this respect, but each in its own way tends 

to socialize girls and boys differently . It has been 
suggested above that for Maori girls , peer group 

membership and influences permit a l evel of freedom 

Pakeha girls do not possess . However, it is not 

expected that this difference between Maori and Pakeha 

girls will outwei gh the differenc e between girls and 

boys across the whole sample . 

The procedure followed fran this point on i s 

that the first two hypotheses in each group of three 

state the direction predict ed for a particular variable 

while the third hypothesis is intended as a check on 

the consis tency of the findings across both ethnic 

groups . 

HYPOTHESIS THREE: Boys will choose more 

friends than girls. 

HYPOTHESIS FOUR: Girls will display more 

persistence in sustaining 

friendships than boys. 

HYPOTHESIS FIVE: The results of hypotheses 
3 and 4 wi ll be similar within 

both the Maori and the Pakeha 

sub-samples . 

FAMILY SIZE 

Basically, the question being explored here is 

the probable effect on friendship behaviour of having 

either a small or a large number of siblings in the 

nuclear family . For instance , is it possible that 

Pakeha children brought up in l arge families might 

have s imi l ar experiences to those of young Maori children 
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within the sibling-peer group , and as a result display 

friendship behaviour similar to that of Maori 
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children? There seems little doubt that the socializ

ation of young children in small famili es could be 

different fran tr.at in large families . Might the 

presumed cultura l basis of the Maori child-rearing 

methods be , instead, a modern, practical answer to the 

growth in size of Maori familie s in this century? 

(Compare Youn g and Willmot , 1973 , for comments on child

rearing methods in large fami lies in Britain) . A 

comparison of the scores from children in large and small 

families , Maori and Pakeha , may throw some light on 
these questions . The working assu~p tion on which the 

next set of hypotheses is based is that the child ' s 

experiences in a large family help to develop, or are 

r e l ated to , attitudes in favour of large friendship 

groups. 

But what constitutes a larcre family? The survey 
provides cont inuous data (n~~ber of children in the 

family ) on this point. The technical problem is to 

change this continuous data into two or more artificial 

groups . Kerlinger (1964) justifies t~is , stating that 

ca tegori es should be set up according to the research 

problem . Clearly, life in a one-or -two child family 

could be very different from life in say a family with 

more than six children, but the differences would tend 

to disappear in the middle range of families. This 

problem can be met in either of two ways . A middle 

group could be excluded , leaving the two extremes , or, 

an arbitrary division can be made somewhere in the 

centre . Another criterion which must be considered is 

that there must be an adequate number of cases in each 

category. Mainly for this latter reason , two categories 

will be fonned - Large and Small Families - with the 
cut- off point between the fourth and fifth child . A 

division here has a further advantage in that it is 

midway between the mean sizes ofr'; Maori and Pakeha 

families, viz , 
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6 and 3 children. 

HYPOTHESIS SIX: Children in large families will 
choose more friends than 

children in small families . 

HYPOTHESIS SEVEN : Children in small families will 

be more persistent in their 

friendship choices than chi ldren 

in large families. 

HYPOTHESIS EIGHT: The results of Hypotheses 6 and 7 

will be similar within both the 

Maori a nd Pakeha sub-samples. 

PROXIMI'IY OF RELATIVES 

As in the las t s ection , th e aim here is to try 

to determine the effects on friendship behaviour of having 

relatives living nearby in approxima tely the same age 

group. After siblings; cousins, uncles and aunts of 

similar age, living in the vicinity , would constitute a 
pool of potential playmates for both Maori and Pakeha 

children not available to those children , Maori or 

Pakeha having no relatives living nearby . For Maori 

children , such a group would ( or could) be the modern 
equivalent of the extended family ( whanau) . In earlier , 

tribal times such a group would usually have lived in 

close proximity (Firth , 1959) . I s such an influence 

still functioning today? If so, to the extent that it 

' blurs ' the boundar y around the nuclear family? Once 

again , will any difference in friendship behaviour be 

revealed? Pakeha children having relatives nearby 

have the opportunity at least , to participate in somethi~g 

like the ext ended family relationships and t o acquire 

similar attitudes to friendship . (Metge, 1964 , Kawharu , , 

1973 ). 



some practical limitations of this variable 

should be mentioned . A rather arbitrary boundary was 

fixed at around thirty miles from the town and this 
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was specified to the children by naming places . The 

boundary has some rough relevance to tribal associ a tions , 

geographic features and the to\lm' s present sphere of 

influence . Chilc.ren unable to write down the names of any 

relatives living in this area are classified as having . 
' No Relatives'. Children who write any names ( even one ) 

are classed as having relatives. It is obvious tha t 

the information c ontained in the data has many 

limitations . The dichotomy so formed can only be said 
to give a rough approximat ion of the overall picture, 

thus a cautious interpretation of the data is requi r ed 

in this case. 

HYPOTHESIS NINE: 

HYPOTHESIS TEN: 

Children having relatives 

living in the di strict wi 11 
choose more friends than 

children having no relatives 

living in the district. 

Children having no relatives 

living in the district will be 

more persistent in sustaining 

friendsnps than children 

having relatives in the district . 

HYPOTHESIS ELEVEN : The results of Hypotheses 

9 and 10 will be similar within 

both the Maori and Pakeha 

sub samples. 



SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS 

Socio-economic status , as a means of 

classifying people for soci a l science research is 
widely used in studies of urban , industrial 

societies . 

However , the attribution of status hierarchies 

and the differential effects on life-styles of 
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occupying various positions on a socio-economic status 

(SES) based hierarchy can become misleading in social 

situations involving ethnic minorities . MacDonald 

(1975) and Garrett (1973) draw attention to the tendency 

to adopt too readily an SES ' explana tion' for Maori 

behaviour (eg . Gregory , 1974) . The fact that most Maori 

families can be classified a s Low SES (Walsh, 1973) 

does not necessarily mean that membership in this 

ca tegory of itself is the primary cause (or even that it 

is the most significant) of certain characteristics and 
behaviours often attributed to t<aori people. 

( Bray , 1 9 7 3) . 

Harker (1 976 ) notes that thi s view is a lso 

disputed by severa l Maori writers (eg. Walker, 1973) , 

who may be, presuma~ly, more sensitive to sane of those 

influences affecting Maori s which arise from historical 
or cultural sources . Maori and Pakeha members of the 

lower SES group may appear superficially to behave 

in similar ways , but it is possible that the underlying 

motives could be very different . As mentioned earlier , 
this study does not purport to be able to investigate 

the sources of individual behaviour . Nevertheless , 

it is possible that the statistical method being 

employed may be ab l e to show that individuals , when 

gr ouped according to the different characteri s tics 

covered by the independent variables will fonn different · 

behaviour pat t er ns , at least as far as the critetion 

variables are concerned . 



In this case , a pattern presented by chiliren 

from Low SES Maori families, significantly different 

from that of Low SES Pakeha children could be taken as 

an indication that experience within the Maori family 

still has some quality disti.nguishable f rom th e Pakeha , 

despite the similarity presumably imposed by membership 

of the same SES group. 
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There is still the quest ion of just what membership 

of say , the l ower SES group means even for Pakeha people . 

How accurately life styles related to any particular 

SES level ±n New Zealand do in fact compare wi th the same 

level in other industri a l count r ies may be perhaps , t oo 

easily taken f or granted by New Zealand writ ers, ev en 

when referri ng only to citizens of European descent 

(ie . Pakeha s). Sone of the problems which might arise 
ca n be overcome by restri c t ing the comparison to a 

basic l evel. 

One level tha t seems appropriate is that 

desc ri bed by Kohn (1 974 ), writing about U.S. conditions. 

As he puts it , being on one side or t he other of the line 

which divi des manual fran non-manual ~orkers has profound 

c onsequences for how one rea r s one ' s children. Appar

ently a si gnifica nt difference exi sts (in the u. s.A . ) 

each side of this line with regard to parents ' values 

a nd in particular to parents ' conceptions of what 

characteristics they desire in their children. This 

manual - non- manual distinction could be said to 

coi ncide approximately with that other well- known 

di s tinction between working class and middle class . 

(see Musgrave , 1965 , Shipman , 1968 , for reference to 

English c onditions ). 

The manual non- manual dichotomy is relevant in 

t his study for t hree r easons . Firstly, when the 

classification is compared with the Elley-Irving ( 19 72) 

scale of occupations , a corresponding divi s ion can be 

made be tween Levels 3 and 4 on that scale . 



Secondly, enough Maori fathers (20% in this 

survey) have jobs which rank above this cut-off point, 

to enable the analysis to proceed adequately. 
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Thirdly, it could be fairly surmised perhaps, 

that Maori parents included here in the High SES group 

might display some at least of the supposedly appropriate 

characteristics of a Pakeha ' middle class' or upper SES 

group . The orts of characteristics considered relevant 

are : more than a minimum formal education, strong 
personal ambition , adherence to middle-class aspirations 

('posressive individualism' Connell , 1972), experience 

of exercising responsibility, initiative and contingency 

planning . It is possible , at a ny rate , that Maori 

High SES families would be, in t erms of the distinctions 

of life-style usua lly applied to Pakeha families, more 

akin to a High SES Pak eha group than a Low SES Pakeha 

group. 

The ma in question to be answered by this 

analysis 1s where the children of high SES Maori families 

score in relation to the other groups. If their group 

mean is close to that of the High SES Pakeha group, 

this could be taken to indicate that their experiences 

within their families are similar to those of the High 

SES Pakeha group . The inference could be taken a step 

further (cautiously), to suggest that those Maori parents 

might be tending to subscribe more strongly to Pakeha 

'middle class' values. On the other hand, if their 

group score - is still.' close to that of the Low SES 

Maori group , several interpretations seem equally likely 

and no clear picture emerges. These represent some of 

the possibilities to be investigated by testing the 

following hypotheses. 

HYPOTHESES TWELVE: Children from Low SES 

families will choose more 

friends than children from · 

High SES families . 



HYPOTHESIS THIRTEEN: Children fran High SES 

familie s will be more 

persistent in their 
friendships than children 

from Low SES families . 

HYPOTHESIS FOURTEEN : The results of Hypotheses 
1 2 and 1 3 will be similar 

within both the Maori and 

Pak eha sub-samples . 

The series of Hypotheses 3-1 4 are intended to 

assess the r e spective effects of four environmental 

variables which will be experi enced by all the children 

in one form or another . In this first stage of the 
analysis , the effect of each of these variables is 

measured separately, using Student ' s t-test 

(Kerlinger , 1964). The aim is to see whether the two 

ethni cally based sub- samples .diverge significantly 

from each other on either of the two criterion 

variables ~ 

( a ) Si ze of friendship network, or 

(b) Pe rsistence of friendship choices . 
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The interactive effects of these four variables 

and ethnicity are analysed under the final hypothe:is 

using Multiple Regression analysis , a statistical method 

designed to apportion the effects of several independent 

vari ables on a given criterion variable . More 

specifically in this case, it allows an examination 

of the effect of Ethni,ci ty on size and persistence of 

friendship groups after controlling for any effects due 

to the three environmental variables and sex. This 

procedure forms the basis for the final hypothesis . 

HYPOTHESIS FIFTEEN: When entered last in a 

stepwise Multiple Reg

r ession Analysis, ethnicity 

will make no significant 



contribution to variance 
within the Dependent 

Variables. 

A significant rejection of the null hypothesis 

will be necessary before ethnicity can be accepted as 

a probable contributor to differences in friendship 

behaviour. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

METHODOLOGY 

This c ha pter begin s \Vi th a brief resume of the 
deve l opme~t of the thesis to the point where the 

hypotheses ~ave been prepared and t~e details of the 

questionnaire to be completed by the children have been 

decided upon . This is followed by so~e references t o 
mat t ers aEfecting the way the survey was carried out 

in t he schools . Te main section of the chapter deals 

with the stat istical procedures used in the anal ysis of 

the data . 

The early development of this research pro j ect 

from its injtial stages hu.s heen r'.escribed in Chapter 

One. From t}1e first casual i.m;:iressirms were derived 

the t~o criterj0n variab l es . The rtecision was ~ade to 

use them a.s i ndi co. t :::,rs \::hi cl1 ::i i st t revec1 l the presumed 

ultura~ :nf'Juencc . The need for c.::,re in distinguishina 
between the Vaori and t~e /aori,~u.k0ha categories 

in particular hQs also heen e~pha~izea . If any 

~chavioura differenc e be~~cen Maori o.nd P~keha does still 

exist , it should be most c l early discernible in thos e 
famili es where both parents are Maori . 

Other vari ables have been selected partly on the 

basis that t h eir sphere of influence is also centred 

within the family , and partly because some of their 

effects on children ' s behaviour might be confused with 

' Maori' behaviour . These , toget her with ethnicity, 

comprise the Independent variable s. The most 

appropriate form that the Survey could take was decided 

a fter consideration of a variety of factors . Finally, 

the steps taken progressively to formulate the most 

suitable hypotheses have been described in Chapters Two 

and Three . 
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This next sect i on describes so~e of the more 
i mportant e ve~t s which affected the administration of 

the survey i n the schools . (Appendix One describes 

in det a i 1 the a c t u a l proc edu r e s fol lowed in the 

classroo:ns ). 

TH2 SURVEY I N TH :":: SCHOOLS 

Permi.s si on to undertake t he survey was obtained 

:rom the Ed1tca ti. on Doard and the Pri.ncip,::1ls of the 

:nterr.1edia t e schools concerned . Th e r:-irst sur vey was 

cdrri ed out during the second week of the schnol year , 
and t he second took place near the en! of the second 

t e rr:1 . The Principalc. and the te .1ch Y'::: inv0 ved \'.'e r e mos t 

co- oper~tive ~na ~~Jiging . 

Few di fficult i 0s we r e encou ~t( red in the class

ron~s . It ~~s Eound th a t ti~e w~s saved by ~riting ~p 

'"l n thE:' blac':<bo0.rd the na:'iles oE riany pe')ple , set"ools , 
ricc:;_pations ,1nd places rather tha;1 having to spe l l 

~t repeatedly the same names . Pract i cally all 

children seemed to understand qui te easily what was 

required and carr i ed out i ns t r uctions quickly and 

sensib ly . It wa s thou ght advisuhl e to give quite a lot 

o: help with the spelling of names , otherwise the late r 

id ntifica tion of friends could prove difficult . 

( If Tom had t hree friends , all called Dill and no 

surnames were given . • ••• ? ) No complaints from either 

parents or children resulted from the enquiries about 

the ethnic status of parents (or about any other aspect 

of the survey). 

some problems did arise because in two cases 

classes were totally reorganized between the f i rst and 

second surveys , with children being distributed through 

many other classes . As a result , a lot of time had to 

be spent trying to trace where children had come from 
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and gone to. This could have been avoided if two other 

precautions had been observed . 

1. The questionnaires should have had a space 

Jeft for the teacher's name and room 

number . 

2. enquiries to the scho0l office and to 

teachers at the time 01 the second survey 

would have faci li tc1 ted tl:e tracking down 

or the children who had moved . 

The number of individuals finally left in the 

survey d0c 1 i ned fra:1 the original '.) 23 names to 306 , 

mainly due to children being c11J.·ay on one or other of 

the days . Pnssi bly s ome of thes e cr.i:. ren could have 

bc•en l oca t ..,d ,--,nd asked to comp let c t l:.e survey , but 

t~ is would 11,-1 ve :neant a f'ur t .1 1::r i 1~cnnveni encc for th e 

sc'tiool" and .1.s the nrnnber of i ndi vicuals already 

ohtai ned seeli <-"'d substantial , notl-.i ng was done about 

them . The number of f·1aori :)Oys in tr:e survey is only 

4 '.3 co:n1)ared to 71 Maori girls . ~his discrepancy 

sug ges ts t hat perhaps a significant numJer of Maori 

hays has been lost from the survey , but unfortunately 

the numbers 1J.'ere not known unti 1 much later when the 

organisation of the data began . 

Each child's first and second forms had to 

be placed together to count the number of names 

recorded twice . As there was not hin g on the forms 

to indicate the ethnic origin of the child's friends , 

it was not possible to categorize friends by ethnic ' 

status. This is regretted as it would have provided 

very useful information (if it were accurate), but the 

omission was deliberate as undue ( and perhaps 

invalidating) attention to the matter of ethnicity 

was to be avoided . All the information on the fonns 

was grouped and recorded by classes , in a manner which 

would facilitate the coding and transfer of the data 
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to I. B. M. canputer punch car ds . 

COMPUTER ANALYSTS 

The analysis of the c.a ta v:as carried out using 

s. P. s. s . routines ( Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences .) on the Burr0HOY:'s B6700 installation at 

Massey University . 
S? ecific routines used in this study \Fere: 

Cndebon} . for basic frequency rtistributions and 

descriptive statistics where appropriate . 

Crosstabs . 

Breakdmvn . 

to prod1)ce co:ntinsency tabl es for 

nominal data . 

used to bre,1kd0\l:n scores on i nt erva 1 

data. variahles by the selected nominal 

ca t egories . It produces means and 

standard deviatinns for each oE the 

nominal ccJ.t egorics ~ran which the 
t - tests are calculated . 

Regresc;ign . the step-wis e O?ti on was used to 

determine the relative contributions 

of the various independent variables 

to the dependent variables: Size and 

Persistence of he friendship gronps . 

STATISTICAL PROCEDURE 

The statist i cal procedures used in a research 

pr oject .should be selected to suit the research design , 

which in turn must fit t he task being undertaken . 

(Kerlinger 1964 )! Before describing the statistica l 

methods used (and present i ng the data drawn from them ) 

it i s necessary to r elate task , design and statistical 

me thod . 
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In a true scientific experiment , the usual 

procedure is to start with several variables ( all of 
which are usually kno1,1.:n about i n some detail) , 
manipulate them under cnntr0lled conditions and then 

draw conclusi0~s . 1r necessary, the experi~ent can 

be repeated . 

In this case , as rrequent y happens in social 

science research ( Kerlinaer 196~ ) • .. ertain events 

h.=1p pen , or appear to happen ard it becomes necessary 
or seems desj ra.b le to know somet. j ng a ~)out the c ause 

or causes. nlike the controlled experiment, the 

on y thing that is kn·')Wn ( or surni sod ) i t 1e outcome. 

The researcher 's task i s to look back over the 

myriad prior events , trying to trace cause and effect . 

In thi s case aga in, there is no way of know ing 

beforehand , even whether any sort or '~aori ' influence 

exists , or , if it does exist , ,~'hat form it might 

have . 

There appear to be two suitable approaches. 
Firstly , through the literature, to s earch for 

theories , generalized descriptions and earlier 

research . Secondly, by trying to distinguish , mainly 

through statistical methods, some form of behaviour 

common among Maoris, but much less common, or, possibly 

non-existent among non-Maoris . 

However , it must be noted, these are logically 

independent exercises and any answers derived from 

either approach should only be applied very cautiously 

to the other . The end conditi on (friendship behaviour 

that is different f or ethnic reasons) might or might 

not be noticeably different . It is hoped that the 

statistical methods used might provide some sort of 

answer to that question , but more difficult is the 

task of inferring what form the supposed Maori influence 

might take , and the statistics will not help with that . 
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While a hy othetical •c ause ' has been proposed , there 

is no wa y of knowing ( withi n this particula r pi ece of 

re s ea rch) whether the •cause' does represent the rea l 

si t ua ti on . ThC'r e is c1 l ogi_c2. . ' _;cq, ' wh ich precludes 

tr,e possj .i l i ty of r o,.ri.ng h E:>re tLc1t the central theory 

( about chlld-rearjng) i s the actu~l operative 

~echanism by which the · ~~ori ' in~ ~ence is tramsmitted 

and perpetuated . I t may be virtually disprnved if 

the results of the st~tistical analys i s indicate tha t 

i ts in~luence , or more correctly its relationship , 

with the criterion variables is negli gible or not 

si gnificant . However , even if this does not happen , 

the theor y can only be regarded as no mare than a 

tent at i. ve , i f p 1 au s i b e guess . 

Tl1e te st 1 assistr1Y-1ce 1 thJ.t lLe use of the 

statisti (>•~ 1:ict1,0ds :1, j sh~ offor is t- 0
) ind i cate 

tlut the L1ct of et h1i c ori sin co- varies wi t 11 f'riEnd

shi p be1nvioiu' tn c:t stci.tisti ,_zi1ly ~i0nificJ:1t ,icgree 

beyo~d the r~nsc of cl~nre prah~hili y . Or , 

C-)rre:.21tinn at a:l het\veen thein , thus rcm0vins; the 

possibility t~at variations in frien~shi? behaviour 

are relilte to differences in cltilrt-r~ari~J methods 

or anything c Jse which could he c0nnected in any wa y 

with e thnic origins . 

such considerations place this particular 

r e search study squarely within the •ex-post facto ' 

cat egory and hence subject to all the limitations and 

weaknesses of such research , ( Kerlinger 1964 . 

359 - 373). The most relevant of these weaknesses is 

the •post hoe , ergo propter hoe ' fallacy ; i n this 

case , the temptation to want to establish a causal 
relationship on less than compelling evidenc e , 

e tween an antecedent event , eg . a particular form of 

socialization , and a later event , differences in 
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friendship behQviour . Related to this is the danger 

of thinking in terms of ' single cause - single 

e ffect ' when the facts of the c0se clearly point to the 

s trong possibility of there beins a battery of complex , 
multiple relationships between a whole array of events 

of whicM thes e two mentioned above are probab ly only 

a part . 

These problems are common in •ex-post facto ' 

research but the point is that the practical r equire

ments of this particular substantive issue act as a 

s>.:: r ong i n'.'lu.encc towards that tY1,e of resea rch . As 

Kcrlinger puts it (196'1 . 373) , rna11y " social scientific 
and educat ional research probl ems do not lend themselves 

to ex·1er-imentation , although many of them do l e nd 

ths2rnsel vcs to control ed inquiry 0f the ' ex- post 

:ac to ' :c:. nd ." 

T~e. ey word in this guot~tion is ?robably 

' controll ed' as it is possible to jmprove the quality 

of this sort of research by th e careful selection of 

varia')les and by the introduction of rigorous contr'.)lS 

wherever possible to reduce the cfEects of either 

random or syr, tema tic error . Hrn,1evcr , these measures 

are not Ei1sy to irnp l ement as a brief discussion of some 

of the problems will illustrate . 

stat ed simply , the Dependent Variable ( D. V.) 

' Friendship ' is be lieved to he influenced by a vatiety 
of antecedent ( and possibly current as well ) conditi ons 

and events , the Independent Variables ( I . V.). Some of 

these , especially those consi dered likely to be more 

significant are specified and the attempt is made to 
measure their respec tive influences. It is desirable 

to make this a two- step process to increase the level 

of. control . 
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The first step should be to postulate some 

sort of ' plausible ' explanation or line of reasoning 

from each of the pres1,,1med si gni fj cnnt events to the 

Dependent Vari able . In other 'J:ord s , hypotheses are 

set up on the basis of inferences deduced from aspects 

of the antecedent conditions . As a minimum , these 

hypotheses should hc1ve lhe appear;i nc e at least of being 

derived by sound looic c1nd psyd,ol ogy from a firm 

t:heoreti ea 1 base ano. supported by previous research . 

Ideally a l~o , the impli ca tions sh ~uld lead directly 

to e::.pirically testa~l e behavi our. Ttle hypothes e s 

should pre r~rahly indic~te i f possibl e , t he direction 

of t he c ha nge i n behaviour be li eved to be attributabl e 

t0 eac h I ndependent VZ3.riabl e in turn, rather than 

simp y s t a ti n s tha t some u n-sp12ci ri ea chanoe i s 

p :is s ible . Thi s pc1ves t he \va y £' o r r1 or<' ria0rou s t est i ns 

') 1 t"'.:t ch \1y_::)0t: '.es i. s and 1 '.:' tlrn c; i n i '-= s e lf a v c1 h1a hle 

" or•n 0 f COi1trol. 

The s ec ond. ste? <': ea.:~s ··J i t 11 c1 t tempts at 

~e~ suring th e e ~re2 ts nf each ind ependen t va ri able. 

I t has to be r em e.11bered that t}10~ c vari ables are not 

11anipula tect in the same way as t he independ ent 

va ria~les in a true experiment , wh ere it is possible 

(theoretically at least) to hold a Jl the other 

variabl e s c~nstant except the one whose influence is 

being measured . I n s uch a case , whatever change occurs 

in the dependent variable may be attributed to that 

particular I . V. with some degree of certainty. In 

ex post facto research no such control is possible . 

The fact has to be accepted that the outcome is due 

only to the hypothesized independent variables but also 

probably to other unsuspected influences . All the 

nominated variables together may only account for a 

small part of the variance , or at worst , for none of it . 
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Another control possible in the true experiment 

is th e randan a location of subjects to each condition, 
thus reducing if not eliminati ng , the possibility of 

exlrane')US syst_matic rtiff0ren~cs a:n0ng subjects 

affectin g the results . In ex --=-st facto researc. , 

a gain , r~n o:nization is impos s i~l c . Subjects are 
a llocate d to aroups on the basis ,')(' their pos sessing 

c e rtain attribu t es which a r e as~1rner to be sianificant·. 

Here the a s su:npti on must be ma,.-1 ,.,. t ha l etween- group 

differences in the res ults may he attri uted to the 
preswned effects of tl1ose ut tribut es , 1.vhereas it coulrl 

be that t~1 e relc1tionshjp is sriurious , the efcect in 

fact being due to some other inrluence or influences . 

These differences hetwcen the true experiment 

and ex p0st fact0 rese~rch point up the need to use 

a :neasurino tccvini quc sui. table tn the !'lee<1s of 

the at~er ; one that can ontr0l for the effects of 

several vari2:.bles sir.rnlt'lnc..::.oy;l.y . Furthermore , 

i.. i.s <iesircL l·':! that the rn,·t'.1-:,<'l Le capable of handling 

'.::loth ' interval' and ' nominal ' varia':)les . Ir. the 
light of these considerations , the method ·:hid'_ seems 

most appr')priate is i.l'.ultiple RcsY'ess ion Analysis 

(M.R . A. ). ~hile this rnethnd i s very suitable for 

complex comparisons, it is riot ne,:::essary to use it 
for preliminary a~alysis o~ alternative variables . 

As the first operation here involves a comparison of 

means and standard deviations in order to measure 

the significances of th e differences between groups , 

it is sufficient to use the t- tes t (Kerlinger 1964. 

258 . ) The variables, Sex , Family Size , Proximity of 

Relatives and SES . are divided into two conditions 

each and the scores provided by these groupings taken 

in turn, when compared with the two conditions of 

ethnicity, enable means and standard deviations to be 

calculated . This process considers the effects of 

ethnicity on the categories within each variable . 

Using the variable sex as an example ; within the 
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cate gory Bnys , the scor es of Maor i a nd Pakeha are 

compar ed . The t - test measures the s ignifica nce of 
t he di fference . 

It has been s t a t Pd car: jer tha t in ~x pos t 

f acto r e se,1rch i n ?clrli.cu L1r , no "irm conclusions 
c0.n b ,~ dr.::n:n a ')out ~·he cor rect?'r:ss or 0therwj se o~ 

the r esult s . \-.' hdt c ;,_n be done t h r'"l'J.Sfh th e use 0 f 

st..1tis t i cs however , i s to ck rnons trc1 t e that l'."m e 

' cause ' i s much mor e lik e ly t o be tte ca s e than any 

other . If a rela t ~onstip bc t ~ecn the ~ ·o va r i ables , 

' c ause X' a nd •result Y' occurs r epea t edly in a 

vari e ty of c oPtexts , t0 the extent that such an 

occurrence can be predicted with a high level of 

probability, then it may be permiss ible to speak 

with s ome degree of certainty of ' X' being the 

' cause '. But it is important to remember that the 

degree of certainty and l evel of probability are 

relative . Further research might sho'.v perhaps , 

tha t the presumed re L1t ionship i s s purious , or 

a n,'.)t her ' CJ.u se ' 1.ri t l: ar. even c l nc;er re:!.ati::mship 

:ni gh"'.: :x· cE sc .:wered . 

I r. "'."l·e ~resent c .:1se , :.. ;:c" ma i n r ,::!search 

hypothesi s concerns t he r eL3tivc ' Si ze ' and 
1 Pcrsis t er . .::: e 1 levels of the f r iend ship groups o f 

Maor ..:. ::i.nc. Pake~1a c hildren . I L i s not sufficient 

proof tha t a di f ference exists , if it is demons trated 

only onc e in a straight Maori- Pakeha comparison . 
such a difference cou ld be cau3ed perhaps , by the 

differential distribution of Maori and Pakeha children 

on some other variables , eg . ramily Size or SES . 

If , after controlling f or the effects of 

each variable, a statis tica lly significant ethnic 

difference is still apparent , further support i s 

lent to the main hypothesis . This approach has 

influenced the formulation of the hypotheses . Using 

the vari abl e ' Sex ' again as an examp l e ; it has been 

proposed that Boys will have more friends than Girls, 
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(Hyp1thesis 3) H:,r,?othesi s 5 then states that r-:aori 

and Pakeha scores ~i.11 be simil~r . ' Similar ' here 

must be understood as meanino ~ithin the r ange of 

chc1nce or random vari 2tion . nerorc any ethnic 

j nflucnce ·n ight :.:.e ::n·eswnec , t 11c di. P'crenc<~ hetweeri 

groups (eg . )~ori ~~f Pnke~a h,ys) ~ould have to be 

statis~ic,,lly si gnj ricr1nt , 11~'.·i.na r0gc1rd t ,) t~1e size 

of the sample . 

?ecause t he ai m in this r0search project is 

t0 see \1:hi=-th~r etl·nic~ ty does exC'~t an inr~uence 

on behavi o~;r over anc~ <1bDvc tl~e i n~1 uPnce of other 

variab:cs , .) stc1tistic:1l diff0rence in .'.':ivour of 

ethnicity must he tre3.ted 1.,:it,.,., -:aution . Referrino 

tn tl-,o f'orm of H~rp--i:~1es:i ~ 5 , r--ir 0x1rnp l e , lo .:J<::sert 

·-11c1t ethnici ... y d,:)e<:: n~J.f:2 '1 r,i r"-,r,- ·1cc is t, rE'ject 

C0nsi.<iera ... ion :'l'lSt ':>0 Ji vc.n Lo th€' conseq·,..J. er.ces 

c,c a decisior in fav:>~r of c:;ucl1 c1 possi'oility, in 

case tre ceci. si on :is cJ:rong. ' Type I ' errors are 

usually considered to be mor e serious than ' Type 2 1 

(Ary , J acobs and Razavieh . 1972) , as they involve a 

change in the s t a t u s quo . A researcher , putting. 

forward a proposition f or investigation , should treat 

a positive finding wi th grea t caution. Once again 

referring to this case , instances of an • ethn~c ' 

difference exceeding the . 001 level , occurring on a l l 

tests might be acceptable as adequate grounds for 

rej ecting the null hypothesis , 1J.rith proportionately 

greater caution as the weight of s tatist ical support 

declines . 
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However , it is likely that the results 

'J.'ill be rather mixed , and so :he t - test results will 

need to be interprete d carefully. The function of 

the t - test is to measure the bet·J.1een- group differences 

of the group in pairs , because the effects of the 

variables a r e being considered singly. As this does 

not r epresent r eality very closely , it is necessary 

t o exo.r.-.i nc their i n t eract.i on e.."fects as well , 

mc..:isurins- their r e l ative cont ribiltions to the tot a l 

v.1ric:.nce . Only in Uri ~ ·,:iJ.y , c~n .... omcthi ng o !" the 

C'.),nph.xi '...y of t}1e re..1l .:;itui.1tion he: cap turE·d . This 

parti.c:.l:..:ir functi."n. is perf'1rn·.:<~ '.):· ·11 .. iple r(:'s-rcsc- 

i on t1 nc1. :ys::; . 

i !1f ::n,·1,1 t i 'nc:' trea '...rr1 en t. n_~ U': c , t; :- ~ c.:- t , po.:. n t ':)'vl t in 

<:<?t3il the •: ir'.:1103 )1 thjs t :-l,..~ r;1J.e 1 itl: rcspc·ct 

t.0 ex p0s· f =to rcsciJ.rc~ in ~~Yticu l ar . These 

co11!r.et~ts ,1re \'-.·ort1: r..:cor1jn~ h_ri .. because in th is 

:½esis l~is TEthort is used as t ~e feEinitivc measure 

o f the influence 0£ the variablPs as 1;·ell as a 

correcti~~ fnr the rleficie~ccs ')f thL t -test . such 

reliance en i t s uc;e requires snn , ... 11pport clS to its 

efficacy . For instance , on p . 429 , they say, 

11H:..tlt iple Regression Analysis (M~) can 

handle both e xperimental a nd non

experim ental studies Bnl data , especially 

~~en they are used together . I t is esp

eci~lly well- suited to explanatory studies 

of the ex post facto typ e using non

experimental data . 11 

( p99 )"The explanation of the variance of the 
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to the prediction of t11e dependent variabl e ." 



( p'33 )"1""'.( provides wnys o f .)Chieving control 

statistically over various independe~t 

variab l es and t~eir errc~ts so that t h~ir 

reL1 ti '.re i. nr:11e1:ces ca,1 1
)C' assess12f . 11 

D~s:cally , ~ultiple r esr t ssi0n a~a lysis 

achieve~ it~ pl1rpo~e by com1' -~. rin'.] tl-.c me.-1ris 3.n·l 

var;anc, S '"lr the 1.; rf1,rent V1r~ -, 1 l1c·S , jnsl cl.S 

does th(· t - tes t, bHt it ~ s 1l r;n \ble to m~.1sure 

the efr"c .. 0r 1 p .rti,.:t,11r I. \T. 1rter contr0llin5 

for U1c e.:r,:c t s o~ other I. V. ' s i'.s wel l as 

indicc1ti 1g l"o·:: much 1.: U1t.' vr!ri...:Pce .;s still 

unaccoun~c>d for. \fl("r tl.2 correlation coecfici 

e•-:'..s '1,-:'.'!e ')ccr: c.:1lcul 2.. ted , ~} ~:_ variable v;hich 

c:.,rrelc.1t0s nost closely \Fit ' ' lhc> criterion 

v ri3rJ,:, ic; enterec. f'irst in~o the rc~ression 

prncec1Hr .. ) cl.r,<l thP others .:nllri'J ' i r nrder . Tl-:e 

t il-:llc pro,j11ced iniica'.:es ::i:C' ::,,~tributio!ls ,f eac'r 

-.,r,1ri ,1 ]-i lc sinaly ::\ftcr pc1rti.:1lli•1s 01J".: the c>rcects 

0r the 0 .. ~er inf~pend ,nt v<l-i~½l s . I n t~is W<ly 

the diff0r0nt effects of the independent v~ri ables 

1nc1y ':)c, ~tl,.dier1. . Tl;e p r ecise pl'ysical or chemicul 

c ontrnls of the natura l sciences ~re replaced ( in 

crrect) ~J control tl r0u~ statisti~al ~anipulati~ns . 

:-:·.11 tip le rcgn·ssion c\n~, ysi s pem.i ts t\l'o 

types of co:-tp'1ri sons of rn0c1ns ,nic these exterd rather 

than coincide> with the t--wo st e p pr0cess menti o ned 

ecJ.rlicr . The f i r st type of co·np.:iri son of means c omp

rises al l thos e p l anned by the r0searcher as 

theoretical ly d e rived hypothes es prior to t he actua l 

ana lys i s . These are the ' a priori ' compa ri s ons . 

The second t ype is comprised o f the •post hoe' or 

' a pos t e ri o ri ' c omparisons . Treabnent of these can

pa risons should a lways foll o'..it t h e rejection of the nul~ 

hypo t ~esis for e a ch of the pla n ned comparisons , ie . 

after each of the substantive hypotheses has been 

a ccepted a s statistically signifi cant . The test of 
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Lhe a priori C0'1}c1ris,,i, is ,!'l'JTC' P'"'l'~.'•_r f'ul tr·a!'l that of 

Lrie post h'.)c c0:n?arisonc. , (K erl i nsc'r and Pec.hazur , 

1:: 73 . 1 31 ) . This incrLasf s ·~Le ,:"?:qla!1atory p0wer or 

Lh0se conpz1risor:s ·.1.: ich cin :~giti. 1le,y 1-ie incluced 

~n tte pl3~te~ ~0~~3risons as t~0 · r the~retical 
~ 1.,1.s t _;_ .:icc1 Lon c; ha v-2 c1 ~ rea(~y 1;Pc r; :n",)f) ");_rnded . ;l e,,ert he

:t·S ~~ , it ·nust be rene'n:, 're(" L}Lt thQse thec>!'et.ical 

~·,!)p0rts c1 r ~~ b1sica:'..ly sti ll or.:y 1'la·,tsihle inferl'."nces 

.:rn~l , \rhile the> nsc of}~ . R.A . docs •d,1 useful extra 
s;;.pport , t} ,,,..,e c~m ' ·e no que,;U on 0f the c,lSi:? beina 

ex~lted fr~1 proh3~ili Ly to certa~nty. The reason fnr 

tl1i.s of col;rse is tl1at }~....,-..1.ever pl-,usible the case , t11ere 

i c; st"i, l tt1~ c-11,'.nc.:: tl1,1t there 11tt:i' 1
)·"' s0:ne 0tl1er ·u1.c0r:

si iere<l 1 Px:-,L=.,n,1 ti on 1 0r c0ntrj'-,ut0r; fc1ct0r . 

,\c -r.J.::y C\~ possihlP nf tl1 c ~2ct,:,rs cnnsi.dered 

,ik c:.y t0 ,?x'"'r' ,..,..,!k ir:fltki:::e <:--,J1.~ h.: inc-1-ur' ed a"'ln·'l g 

, ... ')-;g tLy;"' :11:t2i)01,~t::.i.'... 1.J.d 1~~ -s nn '". ir.2.tc? , 1r,eir 

l'( Si'•"c:-i 1,~ :n'.'1ucnc,~s ,,n '-h:· f.--..· tf e :.t vari,;. '.,lc , ,ut 

,3-:. it 1 s ;1iG1~1y Lrnli\ely u-_,_._ "l] , L~· -2 r'c.lev:i.r:t factors 

,..,.<:c'. he n,rin1tccl (1s ir,de,?0n4i-r,~· ·..r1riables) t~1 c•re 

\l.'"111lc. ,1s·ul1.y he (:, ·')sci'·ly inevi t .hly) an tmc.x,? lair.e'.1 

rPsijual error 0r variAnce . In rr~nciple , this error 

"l.:1.rgi n is reducible by i den ti ry-i_ ns as many sources of 

systematic variance as possible (Kerlinger and 

Pedhazur 1 973 . 155) although , as might be expected , 

only those variables exerting a significant influence 

theoretically , wou l d contribute substantially to the 

reduction of the err or margin . 

The function of M. R. A. then is to indicate the 

re l ative contributions of the independent variables to 

the variance of the dependent variables , but it (M. R.A.) 

cannot of itself specify or even suggest the nature of 

the independent variables . What they might be wil l 

depend on the ori gi na 1 theoreti ea l fo:rmu la t ions which 
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which have already been set forth in Chapters Two and 

Three. Brief descriptions o.f the variables fo ll0\1! . 

NATURE or THS I TD EPEN:) CNT VA IHA BL ES 

The five independent varid~les diPter in nature . 

Ttey have a ll been f oY'!-:i.:::d in~o r.icr',Jtomies , but Chi l d ' s 

sex is t~e only true one . Eth~ici ty has been made 

dichotomous by removing those nf t ,c populati. on not 

cltlss ifi. ed as ~eing either M1ori o~ Pakeha ( as define~ 
herein ). Pa·nily Size is dichot~n:ous , but createo 

arti ~i cjal y rran continuous data , and probably not 

fran a n8rmally di stributed populati.on , insofar as t he 

mean sizes of Pakeha and Maori Pamilies are about 3 and 

6 children respectively. SES has been formed into t wo 

groups based on an approximate Manual-non Manual 

distinction using the Elley - Irving scale of 

Occupations . Once again, the distribution of Maori and 
Pakeha children on this scale is disproportionate. 

Presence of relatives seems at first sight to be a 

straightforward nominal dichotomy, but when their effects 

are c onsidered in relation to the research task , the 

difference between the two condit ions i s not clear 

c·J. t. Ha vi. ng one cousin 20 miles ~u·ay in the country 

is not qui t e tte sc.3.1:ie as havj ng 20 cousins one mile 

t1\J.·ay . The criteria fo a llotting children to the 

categories ave been described in Chapter Three . 

ATURE OF THE DEPE DE~T VARIABLES 

The two criterion variahles , 'Size' and 

' Persistence ' (of friendship groups ) are the result 

of translating the original impressions about friend
ship behaviour in the play-ground into a testable 

form. These two aspects were operationalized by 
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ask i ng the entire Form One age cohort t o wr ite down 

the names nf thei r friends on two separ ate occasions . 

The nwnber of friend s listed on Survey One was asswnec: 

to be rej:rc~Pnt.::itive or typical nf' each chj ld's pre f e

rrerl ' Size ' nf group as he or sto r~ced the new school 

si tuat:i or,. 

F' ro,'1 h,::ith lists of f 1~i enris ( r.ran t}1e t\l.ro 

surveys ) ttle r,um1er nf those nar,'.:>s wh i c:.1 occurred t\,· ice 

· sing t his nu:11 "'-) e r as the nur:1era tor anc: 

t he nu:nher nr rri.Pnds chosen on tJ,-,r:, fir st ljst as the 

:-".e:no:1d nc1tor , 3 ratio ' score ' wc1.s ca lcula t ed for each 

child to prnvide A measure of t 10 ' Persistence ' 

displa ye~ b y tha t c hi.Id in ret~i ni~ g fri end ship s . 

I t cou lc: be arsi.i.ecl pc,rh,1ps H "! at the second 

s i yvey "011lf. f"' (' ,1. more rel iabl e O'•<ide to ezic h chi ld ' s 

t_:lpi ca. l pn' ~C:.>rred s iv' n f' ~ri.c:1 r.~l1 i:? gr0up as he 

has h~f ti ~~ "')y ~1en t~ settle in tn th e new schoo l 

si t 1 1:1.'.::i )n , It is possi'o1o thc::tt th'"' :!'-! aori c hi.Jrlren 

(c:1 s c1 gr·-.in p , could h e :n 0n.0 a: r ect0c', by the transition 

._ : ,:,J. u-e F,~'-.:ohc1 c l1i c~rcr. , r ,n' exa'1ple , they r.ii.ght feel 

r1orP ne.cv,11is , :n ')rc· ill c..1t cc.1se , ;i,nr(: 1 whakama 1 a.s 

; ·.
1 Jlk,0 r (1 ':: 73 , 1as sH ggestec]. Eo·.::ev<?r , it can only h e 

spec·1. ~ ::>.ter'. o.s to ·,vhether t1,,,is \~·0;,lr: reqJ lt in 

artifici~ ly de?res s& scores ( ex~l~i ned as being due 

~o f e elings of inhibiti on ) or a rLiricially increased 

sc~r es ( duet, t he need to co~p ensate for feelings of 

inadoquacy). The size of the increase of each group 
might throw some light on this point ( se e the discussion 

fo l lo,),ring Tab l e One in Chapter F'i Vf> ) . 
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FOW.1AITI ,-;, THE I YPOTHE'SES 

Once the decision \:'dS :r.J.,'c, t.0 use t\i'n sepa r a.te 
c1<ter10r: \r;-1 r-i.t"l,lcs ~t ''le JJ"1C 1--.c-,~c_,~c;;-iry tn test eac'r 

independ!"'!lt vari,1, le .,..,r ~\J'o sc-:-p,,:!>c1te er:ects , in 

1ther wore c. to ,J1,,p li ea. to the l ·11'"'· 1 :: 0f 1)rp0theses . 

Hypothe. es 1 , 3 , G, ') , and 1 2 .r,21-:i.te t 1) 'Si ze ', ·v.rhi. lP 

2 , <, 7 , 1 

Hyp)thcses 5 , '3 , 11 and 1 '-1 check 0n the levels o:' 

similarjty ~etween the ethnic sub- samples . Each of 

tLese 1"1t l er }1y othe ses l1as t\,'0 parts , (a) 2nd ( h) . 

( 1. ) re l::1t es tn ' Size ', and ( ) t:, 1 Pe:?.~si s tence 1 • 

·:o p:::--o.::::ce ?!"0b.:i';~:ity c;t,--;tc:"'.!u-:~:: c:b-;:;t tr.e signifi_

:ance o!' t.l.E :-::t\1'C.·?n- grc)'q and ·:it'c:_ 1-,-g-ro~J? dit~€:ren::es 

of thes e scores . In thi.s phase the v, -. riables are 
considered sing l y in relation to othnicjt y . In the 

s econd phase , M. R. A. produces dat a on each bari able 

whi l e controlli ng f or the others. The resul ts of 

these analyses, in conj unction wit h the hypotheses 
to which they relate, will be presented in the next 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER F'IVE 

RESEARCH RESULTS 

The results of the data analysis presented in 

this chapter follow the order in which the hypotheses 

were fonnulated in Chapte r Three . T- tests and 

probability state~ents are giver. f or all comparisons , 

inc:uding H.:l ori - Pak eha comparis ons 'J::i. thin cate~ories . 

Hypotheses One .:i!'ld 'f\\,'O were desi gned to te s t the 

original research question as fi rst [orrmlated , and 

t e s·.~:ise~'.lent h ypotr.cses Px.:1mi.r:e , I'irstly , t he e ffe c ts 

:J!' L'.e ot :H::r f our varia 1-:il<2~ as ec.1ch i c:, introduced 

se?ara t e::.; , a nc: , secondly , th · E·~fect 0f ea h vari ab le 

\,hile :..Ll2 ,:,t'.'1.ers Cire cont roller~ r)r sc that t't1 c uniq11e 

C")ll~r:i.. '..lti )i", '.)f e,,ch 1:1c.1y be, m,:::ci.~ 1J.r-c . ..: . 

!T:;pot1~esc~; Jne c1iJ1 J ·;:o ' 0')k ~11_ ~ 11(~ ctsic 

._:,,ri1poris,Jn ·) f t~.'-- fri 2r,, 1 <-'.1;p c 'n·;i rm1' of th ,::: ::a ori 

c'..r r'. Pa.\E-':-. c..i : l~i ldren from t·co di f' :~ _ :'e:r. t perc; pec'::i ves 

·;s ::. r; ~}~0 C!.'i. t eri c:t o c ' Size ' ,1nc 1 "'.' c·!'s istence ' 

('Jf I' r.;_cn 1~c;'.:i? aroups) , c1nd th -...: :,: :crn'.)re •· llE P'='ssiblc 

i:12· uen c-e J.: o'.:her varia;) l es . C 1·:sE:q:.tent. y lhr'.:' 

dota ~11-=: y ;,rovide appec1. r o estc1h:..i.s1 a h.:.ghly signifi 

cant relationship b e t ween e thnici ty and friendship 

;eha vi our . 

HYPOTHESI S ONE : Maori children will choose 

t1ore friends than Pakeha children 

TABLE ONE 

Number of fri en s chosen by Ethnic group. 

survey One 

Ethnicity N. M. S.D. t E 
~aori 119 8 . 899 3.4 63 6 . 01 6 (. 001 
Pakeha 

Maori 

Pakeha 

429 

survey Two 

119 

429 

6 .7 55 

11 .8 

9 . 31 7 

3.433 

4 . 699 

4 .264 
5 . 495 (. 001 
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The data in Tab l e One provides s tron g s up port 

for Hypoth esis One, the number oP f ri ends chosen by 

r<a0r i chi ld r en subs t antj Ally excee( i ng the number chos en 

by P0kehc1 eh i. l d.1 en in bot survc·ys . The numher of 

frienc's d-:0sen shows a considera 10 ir.crease £'r0m t'v1e 

.f~ rs t survey to the sPconrl in h0t : gr ups al thoug~1 t'r~e 

<:if:erence het\\'C·~n tht: 1:1fa1r,s of t,~n t;;.·o gr':lups \l.'idens 

.:r ·:n 2 . 1::;. 0 2 . 5. Th<:: incrE'?..::,e 0£' t111c 1·1uor i me,:rn heing_ 

This ~i~enj ~g gap draws J!~cnti)n a gain to tie 

[>)int r.Jiscd in Chaple~' Four o.::o t" ·,.hich survey provines 

·.~:.e 'Tio:re s1.1.i t 1hl~ base ·,ipon i:,'.1icl' to make any compari 

sons . C. oicc nr the first survey in this pr0jcct 

seems juc:ti.E'icj or: t. e ground t}.at it has produccc. 

t11c s r:t,l1 lcr di.fferPnc2 in ·noans , i;c> . it is a m0re 

c0nserv~tive esti~~te o f an ~thni~ illy based d~fferencc 

in : rier:Gs:l-'i? "t-ehavicur . 

!-!YPOTE:::;3:;3 T'.,'() : Pa'<eha c i l<1rei-. ,1·i 11 r}j splay 
nJre persistence in ret~ ~nin a frien~ships 
tlvrn '·laorj chi h:ren . 

TA BLS TT/0 : 

:~umber of names 0n "loth lists 2s a Ra.t i o of tota l 

Ethni ci t y 

iiaori 

Pakeha 

N. 

11 9 

4 29 

no.mes on ri rs t 

M. 

. 305 

. 40 2 

S . D. 

.1 82 

• 27 1 

.: r ~-
. - :, \_ . 

t p 

J . 6 79 <. 001 

In Ta ble T\l.'o , s upport for Hyp ot hesis Two is 

at a sl i ghtly lower , but still very si gnificant l eve l , 

wi t h Pakeha c hildren r e t aining a much higher rat i o of 

the fri e nd s chosen i n t heir fi r st li st s , eve n though 

the siz e of t hei r f r i e ndship grou ps increases at a 

rate proportionately e qual to t ha t of t he Ma ori c h i ldren·. 
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The persis~ence of their friendsnp groups appears to 

be of much greater importance to the Pakeha children . 

CHILf' ' S sr.x 

Hyp8 ';:l':escs ':'1 ' rcc :i.nc "' o,lr cxa:-:1in,2 the 

poss i bility of differences in fric~iship behavi~ur 

· ei~g associ a~e~ v itt djCferen~ at~ e r~s of 

socializ.::ition for gj r l s and boys . It \\!as hypothesized 

t1 at as 0t l1 i':aori and Pa ' eha boys customaril y receive 

u greater level o.E' freed or., th2.n t1· e girls of either 

sroup , th(? boys '.vou ld t.ave laroer rri ends hi p groups 

while the girls wou l d be more persistent in retaining 

friends . 

HYrO; -r::::s Is THRC s : Boys ~ill choose more 

friends L~~n girls . 

sex 

Joys 
,..., . , 
•.:1lr •. s 

Boys 

Girls 

T . .; DLE TH~EC 

N • JJ '1-, C 1' , 'I : f ri. (' n d S C r O 3 E: n ~' y '.3 C X • 

s :.tr 1::y 01~e 

N. 

27 1f 

27 ~i 

Surve y Two 

274 

274 

,, 
1·1. 

7. 193 

7. 2/t 8 

9 . 540 

10 .17 8 

., r, ~· , . 
3 . 7 ~1 

J . (20 

J . 9 50 

4 . 9 44 

t 

( 0 

( o 

p 

n . s . 

n . s. 

The data pr esented in this table show that 

sex does not discriminate effectively with respect to 

size of friendship group , there being no appreciable 

difference between boys and girls in either survey. 

The hypothesis receives no supp r t against the null 

alternative . 
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HYPOTHF.SIS FOUR : Girls will display more persisten~e 

in retaining frterdships than boys . 

T·\ nI r. F' 0UR 

Number o~ no~Ps nn bot~ lists as 0 ratin f")f Tntal 

naMLS on rir~t Jist . 

SPX N. r\: . s . I; . t D 

D0ys "7-'t • L: 21 ( /. q 
( 0 . . 

:l . s • 
Girls ') .., . 

'- . l t • 381 J1 7 

F~~0tteses Four also reed ·,es no support . I r 
scc1rs c1i..'',-ll f rom t!1e~e t,-iblec; L'~-..t :ex is nf")t a sign

ificant v,·tr·~c: '-,10 ·.1.·i th respc-.:t ·, ,-,~ trer cri ter:.0n . 

T'y]"1 .. '1c·sc-'.: ri :~ ex.:i::.~i-., r ~he effects,, ... cnn

t.r0 ~ 1; r1,.; r.;1' ~ tl:·i ,.::i t:; nn each c-r: .. ;:,ri.nn (;1~ '3i ?e ' 

TA DLS FIVE 

:'[um:~~"'r '"'" rri cr<".s chnscn by S(>X 1fter controlling for 

et hnicity . 

survey One 

Ethnicity BOYS GIRLS t 

N 48 N 71 

p 

Maori M 9 . 021 M 8 . 81 7 • 314 n . s . 
S . D. 3 . 756 S. D . 3-27 5 

N 226 N 203 

Pakeha M 6 . 805 M 6 .700 • 006 n.s. 
S. D. 3 . 61 7 S . D,3.22 5 

t=J . 8 29 (. 001 t=4 .752 (. 001 
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s urvez 'f"l)./0 

Ethnicity OOYS GIRLS t p 

N 48 N 71 

Maori M 1 O. 9 38 M 12. 1)03 <o n .s. 

S . D. 3 . 727 S.D . 5 .1 9 8 

N 226 N 203 

Pakeha M 9 . 243 M 9 . 399 ( 0 n .s. 

S . D. 3 . 9 28 S . D. Zi • 61 7 

t=2 . 739 (. 01 t=/f . 572 (. 001 

T}-:c at.:i ir:. T.:,11, lc r:ve s .:·y:.- no si:J11ifica.nt di..'.'f

erenccs °!.)c '::.\1• cen boys .:t1,d sir ls in ci ther et'ri.ni 2 grou_? 

occnrr:i ng in ci ther survey . ."-.:: tL .. s result is similar 

to tha.l o:)t. ~i inec'l for lIY'JOthesi s ':'bree , 1ypot .. eses Five 

( a ) i s re la i n c.~ • 

Sy cont rc1 s t , \1·hcn the cti ~ fe:!.'e~ces between !-:aori 

and Pa -eha in t 1:i s t:1ble are cxc111i ned , they are found 

to be hi 911 ly significant . In other words , the ethnic 

a:rference observed in the ata in ~a le One is main

tained after controlling for Sex . 

Et 

Maori 

Pakeha 

HYPOTHSSIS FIVE ( b) : The :res -..l lts of Hypothesis 

Four will be similar in both 

Iaori ani Paketa sub- samples . 

TABLE STX 

Number of names on both lists as a ratio of 

Total names on First list . 

BOYS GIRLS t 

48 N 71 

• 31 7 M • 279 (o n . s • 

S. D. • 61 7 S . D. . 193 

N 226 203 

M .443 M • 41.1 <o n . s • 

S . D. • 279 S. D. • 263 

t=3 . 01 4 ( . 001 t=3 . 349 <. 001 
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'l:'he data in Tab le Si x sho,i.: that the pattern of 

non- signiEicant relationships between sex and friend

ship behaviour revealed i n Tar1 l cs 'I'1ree , Four and Five 

i. s conti nucd . As the resu lts 'Jf IIypothesi s F' ou r a rc 

similar in both i-iaori and Pake ha SUL - samples , 

Hypothesis Fjve ( b ) is retained . 

As in Table 5 it is noticeJble that when s ex 

is contro ll e d for , tl1 c ethnic di f fcrence .is clearly 

rndin t a ined ( at tte . om level ). 

FAM: LY SI 2.8 

In C1apter Three it w1s predicted that the 

nu:nber of sib ings in a fami y ·s· ,-:su l influence 

friends hip '.)er.aviour ; thE" l arger the number of siblings , 

thr. n1 ore ..: riends like ly to be c1FJsen. Conversel y , 

i ~ wc1s ar0ued tlnt t 1c level 0r 1K1'sis tence in retain

ing .:ricr_:.-=1-i?S \\.";-)uld be in i r:vcrsc relatioi~sr-.ip to E :c 

number ':)f s i '-; inss . ,;cc0roinsl:r , Hypotheses Si x aYJ.d 

.3 even '.Ver·::' f0::. rnu lc..l tcd to test :-J-1,,('.c l)rcdi cti ons . 

Fami lz 

Large 

Small 

Large 

Small 

EYT'~'""'.''I;-:;srs STX: Chi lc'lren in l ar 9e .:J!.tilies 

wi J l c1,onse :nore cr i ends t11ar_ 

chilcrcn jn small faf:lilies . 

TABLE S EVE(J 

Number of friends c h ·:>se:n by Farni y Size. 

Size 

N 

200 

348 

200 

348 

Survez One 

M 

8 . 080 

6 .727 

Survez Two 

11.175 

9 .1 03 

S. D. 

3. 578 

3. 44 3 

4 . 836 

4.077 

t p 

4.282 <. 001 

5. 345 (. 001 



Hypothesis Six is stronaly support ed in both 

surveys , : ndicating a s ignificant relationship between 
family size and pre:'errecl size 0f friendship group . 
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HYPOTHCSIS SEVEK : Children in srn a.1..1 families will be 

more 2ersistent in reta i ning friend

ships than children in large f ami lies . 

TA DL r, EI GH"."' 

/umber of no.mes on both lists as i.l Ratio of Total 
names on fir st list . 

:=' ami ly Size 

Large 

Small 

200 

348 

M 

• 383 

• 421 

s. :; . t 

• 229 1. 267 
• 27 3 

p 

n . s . 

The data in Table Eight indi cat es a trend in 

line with the direction predicted but it does not reach 

a signifi cant l evel , t .ereforert must be concluded 

t 12. t HY? :) ~ L CS i S S C ,, en i S l10 t SU p r· J l' t C d • 

r:.s.1t 2.. r E.· l :ttinJ to U.c .:i.rs :: t'.i.' ,, '.':.", rL1 '..J c s :::. ::: i s 2. p c1 rcn -:: 

t a t tl-,_2 t1.,. (") crit e ria. ' .Siz e. ' ..,. ::': 1 ::-'ersis".::er,c e ' do 1;, ,Jt 

EyI) ·:)t'-'lesis Si. aht exami ne:: s tl:e effects on the 
t ~o criterjQ of controlling f or e thnicity . I n Ch~pter 

Tree the question was raised whether Pakeha children 

in large fami lies might in fact have similar exper

iences to those attributed t0 Maori children and that 

their friendship behaviour might therefore be similar . 

It was felt tha t t he converse might also apply. 

HYPOTHESIS EIGHT (a ): The results of 

Hypothesis Six vill be similar in both 

Maori and Pakeha sub-samples . 



TABLE NINE 

Nvmber of fri ends chosen , by family size after con
trolling for Pthnjcity. 

;,ianri 

Pa . eh c:-t 

Pakeha. 

snrvez 

>T 
i\ 

S . D. 

n 

c• T"') 
_) . ~ .. 
t-=J . 9 75 

,. 
' 

.. 
l. 

J . ~ . 

N 
,, ,·, 

s . n. 
t=2 . 249 

One 

LA"'.<.GE 

92 

:: • 1 30 

3 . 51.JO 

1 08 

7 .1 2 '.> 

J .36'.) 

<· 001 

: ... \.KG:; 

1 2. OOO 

1 08 

10 . 47 2 

4. 821 

(. 05 

S?"~·" Ll, t p 

N '27 

l'i : . 11 1 1.349 n . s . 

S . D. 3 . ,17 

~. 321 

r.: G. 611 1 • 506 n . s. 

t p 

:n ri 7 
<. ' 

• 701 n. s . 

N 321 

M 8 . 923 3. 29 2 . 001 

S . D. :: . 39 J 

t= 2. ':279 <· 05 

The fata presented in Table 9 show that the 
clearly significant difference in friendship behaviour 
related to family size as presented in Table 7 has been 
reduced below the .05 leve of proba'l_}ility , except for 

the Pa eha families in t e second survey where a large 

difference prevails . Further inspection oft e data 
shows that in each survey , although the means of both 
large and small Maori families are larger than the mean. 

oft e l arge Pakeha fami l ies , the latter mean score is 

much closer t o them than it is to the mean of the 
Pakeha small family category. This suggests that the 
every-day experiences in a large Pakeha f~~ily might 
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not be too dissimilar fran t ose in Maori ·fami l ies , 

both l arge c1nd small , as far as conditions affecting 

friendship :)ehaviour are concerned . Even so , con

ditions ::n s·n,111 r-;aor:i families are apparent ly still 

more close y rel~ted to a prererence ror large 

fr:iends)1.in sr:1:ips the:n those> in l c1r0e Pakeha families . 

:'.:~ cou'.i ')2 jr:'errc,j cr-, n this -, e r~:aps , tl':at }1cr0 is 

so~e inf~Jence being exertc~ (rEl~ted to their bei~~ 

the large Pa. cha 

f ar.iilie.s . !~cvcrtheJ.ess , u-.e g:1? that has occurred 

~et~ecn t~o means of large and s~all Pa·eha families 

does r~present a rcak f~ou tte clear ~aori-Pakeha 

dis tincti o!: 1:..·~1 i eh 1ns ')2cr1 t h0 ::: v:;·~ h:. t 1 
.... ert0. 

swnmzrizing tl:e res1.,;.lts in Table) , it 

c:p_?~ars that llyp thesis 3 ( c.t ) , c.1::;(S sufficient support 

to bo ~cl~~n~d . T~E hig~ly sisniricant differences 

ro.·,orte<l ".:ir 1 yp U:0sis C in To.h .e 7 are reducec: to 

r:0r--s i9:1i : icant l evels i~': thn:·e ct1ses out of four in 

Ta le J . Hypothesis S ( a )' is hc·refore rejected. 

TT'f-r:'Q'n: · crr~ "'I~HT ('>)· r _r 1 . .) ~ w ___ _ • '?he !'csu ts oE EyP0tl1esi s 

s e .ren \l.'i l l ,19 sirni a r in DJth l~aori ~rnc 
?c) k:e'1 c1. S Ub-saT.p le S. 

TABLE ~r,N 

Ntunber of na,!1es on both ists as a Ra.tio of 

Total names on First list . 

Sthnicity LARGS SPALL t p 

N 92 N 27 

Maori M . 320 M • 256 ( 0 n . s • 

S . D. • 190 S . D. • 1 't 5 

N 1 08 N 321 

Pakeha M . 437 f . 426 <o n . s • 

S . D. • 251 S. D • • 278 

t= 3 . 66 5 (. 001 t=J .1 20 (. 01 
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Hypothesis 7 was not supported a :nd the ata 

in thi_ c; ta hlP are consistent ·.--j t 1~ that resu l t . The 

slight rel~tionships recordee in T~b c 1 0 are negative 

for bot .1 ethnic gro 1ips ar_c~ 1~ U.n'.A.'.::;h the t - test result 

Eo!' the M:1nri ~ub- sa.mp e ap~ro2.ci1t=s the . 05 level 

o f pro½dbj lily , it is not accc~~el as signi f icant . The 

dcJ.ta i11 Tabl e 1 0 .... 1re onsid.ere,~ ~') jn icate that the 

resli::.t s .: Yr' -:._..,oth 2thnic groufVi .~ ::!'.·e si;nj lar to the 

resu ts !'nr T: '.)-rpottesis 7 , thc. :-e.!'r:ire Hyp o thesis 8 ( ) 

i s r e lc,i l1e(:. . 

C•i~ce c1gain t~1e st rons i·l a.•Jri - Pakeha di f fe r enc e 

Si'1Q\VS t 1~rnush Ln '°?.'!f:'ry ·Jne nr 1 he s i x ethnic cr:Ynpar-

::..sons :na e in Ta".)l es ~ and 1 o. It is appa:rer:t that 

2t l t 1oug~': ra .. i y Size does c-mtr~ . 1,1.te to the relation

shi? wi~1. rriends.i? he'naviour , ~ts effect is insucf_ 

icient t,:::, r·"'dnce tLe ef'f'c.ct nf' Et:rn::.city bely;.r a 

-:''. ' is varic1b e i coLS::>.c> .: ncd ·J:i th the eEfec~ on 

t\1,2 chi l ,1 1 c; friends 0 ip b t:r1c.'1'!1 OU1 ' 0.£' l'la.Ving Or not 

havi ns ::'.'C1~t:ves living ir. t1~e ~i ,,trict . It was 

?OSt~latef i n Chapter ~hree thJ~ the pre sence nf 

r e l atives \)·ould be conducive tn , or at least , be 

re l ated o a pref e r ence for a wider f ri e ndship group . 

Conver sely , havi n g no rela t ives present would 

r ela t e to smalle r fri e ndshi p groups a nd more p e r

sistent f riendships . Hypotheses 9 and 10 ha v e been 

f ormula t ed to e xam i ne t he s e proposi t ions. 

HYPOTHESIS NINE : Children wi t h rela t i ves 

pre sent will choose more friends 

t han those wi t h no r elati v es pre sent . 

TA BLE ELEVEN 

Num er of friends chosen y Pres e nce of 

~e l at i ves . 
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survey Cnc 

'\f >: ,3 . :) . t p 

Kin '"''V) 
- oJ .... S . 1 3'1 J . 5~~ G. 0:.,7 <. 001 

No Kin 309 G. 51 ) 3 . 310 

.:; ur 1,cy Twn 

-~ M C ~ t p -. -· 
Kir. 239 1 0 . sc;2 Ll J'.;3 ,; • 6 ::iG <. 001 
No Kir. JOJ :? • ':':;; .C '"l r r. . • c.., -

m\10 <1 t ~:..t !'01H)rt0<l 1 l1 '":"',1,-:_r_, 11 St1Q\'. very SU'J

~ t:i r. t Lt-:. (1i "rcrc11::es in si zc •") r "i·:i ends 1d p sroups 

~ct~een the ' ~c ~~~i\Cs , res~nl ' ~~~ · ~elatives n~t 

~~··1ilar . 10~0r·~ ')!'lS ·:, thE.. ,:i:r~-: . n·:cs i:.ole<l ir 

':' 1"):.c,c; 1 "1i : --;. 'l'1:c r,y::,01 h 0c:.:i s -i ': stro.1gly s-:.ti)i:H)rted . 

Kin 

No Kin 

lTYPCYfll CSTS 1 0 : Chi 1 crcn ,~·i th no relatives 

present will disp la y more persistence 

in their friendship choi ces than those 

with r e l atives present . 

TA BLE TWELVE 

Number of name s in Both lists a s a Ratio of 

Tota l names in Firs t List . 

N 

239 
309 

M 

. 354 

. 437 

S. D. 

. 230 

• 276 

t p 

3.4 79 <. 001 

Unlike the resu l t for Fa~i l y Size shown in 

Table 8 , in this case , the presence or absence of 

relatives is strongly related to friendship behaviour • . 

Both Hypothes es 9 and 1 O are supported at the • 001 

level , thus ~aking it the only variable apart from 
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ethnicity to receive such a degree of support on a l l 

thre 0 measur es . Cle~r l y a very close rel ationship 

exist s bet~een Presence or Rel~tives and Friendship 
beh<..1vi Ju r . 

1-laori 

Pakeha 

:fYPO':'P."::SI.::: 11 ( a ): Tt c !'CS"Jlts of P.ypothesi.s 

~ \\ · .:. : l r c· s i r.i i 1 ::i r i n b o t'h i·' a 0 d an G 

S Ur'vC" y " !W 

" ' 

KIN 

1 ,., 7 
.) . 

s ·lrvey T;;:o 

tJ 1 02 

11 • J €1 

S . D. 4 . 89 5 

tN 1 37 

M 1 o. 044 

S . D. 4 .30 3 

t = 3. 201 (. 001 

T.\ B:,, 1 3 

t 

1 ~ 

1 • ('P. 3 n . s . 

r .• 2 . 9 37 (. 01 

N 1 7 

M 1 0 . 941 . 827 n .s. 
S . D. ~ . 21 0 

N 29 2 

M 8 . 89 7 2. 432 <. 01 

S. D. 4 . 21 0 

t=2 . 36 7 (. 01 
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':'he data reported in thi.s table show n0 sign
i fica ~t ni.fferences within the ;.Jaori sub- sample , but 

wi.t h in -U1e Pakeha arnup , t e diF'f-='rences in bot1 sur

veys ar,.? significant at t e . 01 leve l. \ga~n i.t 

a pec1 r-; t} 1t...1 ~ · : · ~i 12 the p reser Cl"' ') f re l c1 ti ·.re s d0es :1ot 

d iscri: ir,,1tE.' ef f' ectiv~1y :i.r10nc ~11e t-lc1ori cr.ilc.re n, it 

does u.r.ior.c ?i1kc11a chi l; ren . I~ rn,1 y be not:~-:i a rere t -.il t 

the rec;11l ls f or L .:1 \e11c1 chi l ren is.·i th kin vcec:.ent stcnr 

u. ten :'!en ;::·y ... ,yJ:,n'c the 1·:A,)ri rat~r~rn . Tl:P results n[' 

!Iypothcc:. is 0 cJ. nd not simi l a.r 1,; ~ '.h in both ethnic grnups , 

theref0re Typo }1 esi s 11 ( 0. ) i s r<\jt:2tcc . 

HY?OTHS.3IS 11' "h ): '}10 resu lts of HY1)0tl:esic; 9 

wi 11 b0 sir.ii L:, :r 'J:j thin both Maori an(1 

':' ot ... 1 ,1r1n,." in First Tirt . 

; )(; TrT , r 
I', ..I. • ' t p 

N 1 02 " 1 '7 
\ I 

:-iJ.OY'i l" . , . ..... 0 -: ( o n . s • - .., 

3 . '.' •• 171 ~ ': 
....., _,,...., ~. . . .:::.~: I 

~: 1 3 7 ')" ..., 
~ ./ ..:. 

Pu.keha M • 333 M • . 14G 2 . 072 <.os 
S . 0 . • 26 2 S . D •• 274 

t = 2 . 6 51 <. 01 t=2 . 367 <. 01 

Table 14 shows no significant difference within 

the Mc1ori sub-sample but a moderately strong level of 

support for the Hypothesis within the Pakeha sub-

sample . This difference between the ethnic groups 

requires that Hypothesis 11 ( b) also be rejected . 

Statistically significant differences between the 

ethnic groups may be noted in all cases when presence 

of relatives is controlled for. 
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SOCIO-EC GNOMIC s TA ~us . 

The nisproportionut e r epresentation of 

r<aori fami.lies on the lower leve ls of the socio

econo!".lic hierarchy has been noted earlier , as have 

comments to the effect that some behaviours r e garded 

a s Maori , should be bet ter regarded a s bei ng related 

to membe r s hip of the l ower S ES group. The next 

three hypotheses are intended to examine t hese 

su ggestions with r efer e nce to friendshi p behaviour . 

- .. -..) , J ,.) 

11~ _;' 1 ' . ~ 
T 

1\V I.J 

.igh 

Low 

HYPOTHESIS 1 2 : Children from Low SES families 

will choose more fri e~ds than children 

.fro:n His-h S ES : c'. !Ei.li C:s . 

S :.n'V"-:Y One 

,, · ' 

"~ 1 6 ') () 
---· . _, - _, 

30( C • 9 77 

s ur vey Two 

211 

306 

9 . 650 

1 o. 079 

~ '""' 

1 ' .. . 5 ,. 
) 

-: . ·~): ~ 

4 . 879 

4 . 069 

. D '-
" 

( 0 n . s . 

1 • 08 5 n . s . 

The data reported here indicate that SES does 

not tiscri rninate effectively bet veen children with 

respect ' Size of friendship group . The hypothes i s 

receives no support , t erefore i is re j ected . 
I 
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HYPOTHESI S 1 3: Children from High SES families 

will disp lay more persistence in re t ain

ing friendships than children ran Low 
SES families . 



TABLS 1 (i 

Number of names in B0tl1 list s as a Ratio of total 

· names in First list . 

SES N 1 ~ . D. t p 

Hi oh 211 , < 33 , 2(, 2 
2 . 1 2'3 <, 05 

Low 306 . 3~4 • 2<';J 

Tn t1is table the at:1 s how a stronger 

relationship between scs and friendship ehaviour than 

the a~:~ in Table 5 which is the reverse o~ the 

sit u 1 t i n 'J:hi eh has pr0v,1i. l 1:.;cl wi t h the other 

varic.thlt2s . Hyp thesi.s 1 3 i:. supported , 

{YPOTHES IS 11) ( ,1) : T;1 ·.:: results of Hypothesis 

1 2 vi 11 1.Y" si.1"'",i .:1.r in , 0U1 t 'rH? t'.ctO:!."i anc: 

:!w:1~cr ·,f fr-icnds cl'osen )Y s-;::: af~cr -::nnt.cnlling 

f')I' e ~11ni 1....i ty . 

Elhni::::ity 'IGH LO'.: t p 

:~ 21 N 91 

Maori r- 7, 905 M 9 , 066 2 , 356 <. 05 

S . D. 2 , 948 S . D. 3. 558 

N 1 90 N 21 5 

Pakeha ~ 6 . 89 5 M 6 . 8 51 (0 n . s . 

S . D. 3, 499 S . D. 3. 420 

t= 1 • 4 61 n.s . t= 5 . 1 1 7 (. 001 
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survey Two 

N 21 N 31 

~-~aori !1 11 • 429 M 11 . '357 • 370 n . s . 

S . D. '.> . 66'.2 S . D. ,,; . 555 

N 190 N 21 5 

Pakeln '' l'l 9 . 'i53 H '.) . 326 <o n . s . 
f"' r--
..:) . -' • 4 .762 S. D • 3 . 357 

t=1. 283 r.l . s . t =4 . J65 (. 001 

The data in this tahlE is of interest because 

i t cont0ins the first ~nd only time in this study 

tha ~ a si sni f:i cant di f .:?erence \·vi thi. n the ~-'iaori group 

iT).ch 1::iel0v: that of' the Lcw:- .:3 r,.::; Vaori score and close 

r :;c1_;.r i :1 tb.3 s eco:-1-:1. 3 ur'lE y , ; t ! ends s uppo::."t to t11 e 

: -:: ea tL1t 1 t:o.ori ' he} ::\ ·riour 1 c- 110·~ i~evi to.b::..y J.inked 

-'-o L··y::- 3CS l~vels . 

At least sor,1e i-iaori cJ-,"i ldrcn in High-SES 

famil~es may be experiencing condjtions aEfec ting 

t:11cir frie·1<".shi p ehavi our si.rn: lc.1r to those experi 

enced by P~keha children . SES ap?ears not to be 
related significantly to fri endshi p behaviour for 

Pakeha children . 

The within-Maori group difference in survey 

One is of sufficient size to permit the rejection of 

Hypothesis 14 (a) , although there may be factors 

in the timing of the first survey so soon after 

enteri ng a new school which could mak e the second 

survey a more r eliable guide to the children's 

typical fri endship behaviour . 
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HYPOTHESIS 1 4 ( b) : The results of Hypothesis 

13 will be simi ar within both Maori 

and Pakeha sub- samples . 

TA '8LE 1 3 

Number of names in Eoth lj sts c1s c1 Ra ti o of To tal 

r .. ~1rn es i. n P i rs '_ i s t • 

HIGH I,C\: t p 

N 21 F J1 

M . :n ' ' 385 ( 0 ·.-;'"1 . ' .. . 
' " • 1 )3 ~ " • 1 Q ') 

...) . -· . .) .. . .., '-

:~ 1 90 " :1 5 \ 

" • ,t ~ 2 '. '-.... (''"' 1 • 53 7 t: . s . .. I . . ~ 

. ~ " . 270 s . ..... ' . • 2·SG ~ . ) . 
t=J .1 /~n (. C'O, t_:z . 751 (. 01 

:-h., datc1 i n t hi s lc,blo. indicate tha.~ 3ES is 

~o~ ~0lc1te d sig~ificantly to r~i endship ehavi ~ l r 

i ns,')~3.r .:1s ' Persi s l er.ce ' i s co1:cerned , when contro 1 

i s exer jsed f or ethnicit y. '::.'·c- siJni ri cant result 

reported for Hypo thes i s 1 3 is r:ot rep eated 'rere , 

a J ghou;j l~ the t -test results r:·'.)tecl c1 hove are cqproac"

i na tr.c . o:::; J evE l. However , the: reverse direction of 

the Maori score shou ld be noted , as this s uggests a 

wide gap between the grou s . 

Hyp othesis 14(b) is the refore rPjected . 

To sum up the analysis so far , it appears 
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that ethnicit y is a do·n inant influence in both 

a spects of friends hip behaviour 'J:hen compared to the 

other variables chosen. When the conditions 

contained in the other four va r iables are controlle 

for , ethnicity may be seen to make a significant 

contribution 24 times out of 27 . However , this 

effect occurs when the other va riables are considered 



singly. There have been trends visible which 

suggest that Family Size and Presence of Relatives 

ma.y a l so be making s ignificc1nt cont ri butions . It 

is possible that their comhi nc,d cf .cct could be even 

more i mportant . C}1i ld 's Sex a.n.-:1 S CS s eem to have 

the lec.1.s t :in f' .uence , but t11C'y rray i. nteract \iii th the 

ot}1er vi,ric-, lcs in Lrnsuspe1:ted w,1y·3 . 

7o lesl fo:r clYl d to ':.ry t0 n1ea.sure the unique 

contr11)ut:.o:r. o.P eLh~ici l y , 0s \\'ell 2s aDa yse tr,e 

e ffects of the o tL,2r vc1ric.3.hlcs , the dc""1ta is put 

trrous:;-1-: a, :r,1l lti.p~e r ~gress i o11 ,··n i lys is. For this 

2:.n'fl'J S ,_. t re .fol lo·~· i n g },yp0t'.1 .::si s i1 ,1. s ~eer. rorm'.ll a t ec1
• 

:IYT'OTF!~S I3 1 5: ',:hen en LC~"C:'.C1 l et s t i_ :r1 a 

step~·isc nu lti.pl~ re pression ana lysis , 

Elhni.ci. ty \;:i l 1":kc r.n s · CJ '1i r icanl 

corttri.b11t1on to "':.}.r·· vc1rian(:C witvii.r. 

~~~ step~ise rcares~:i0ns have b een computed , 

nne for each criterion , '3ize ' dnd ' Persistence '. 

' Siz e v~:J ~e considered rirst . 
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TABLE 19 

zero order correlation coefficients (r) and 

variance estimates (r2) for variables used in the 

multiple regression analysis. r above the diagonal, 

and r 2 below. 

Size Pers Ethn Sex 

Size • 31 01 +~ 2279+. 01 88 

Persist .096 .1 881 • 0699 
Ethnicity.053 .053 .0888 

sex .OOO • 004 .007 

Family .046 • 01 5 .202 .006 

SES .005 .002 .1 26 • 01 6 

Relatives.053 .023 .200 • 01 6 

+ significant with a= 0.05 

++ significant with a = o. 01 

Fam SES Rels 

• 21 47+ .1147 • 2306+ 

• 1 233 .1 278 .1475 
.4498++. 3551 +~4475++ 

.0786 • 01 20 .1 281 
• 2387+. 2779++ 

• 021 .1 648 
• 077 .027 

The data in Table 19 show the correlations of 

the independent variables with the two crite ri a and 

with each other. Of immediate note is the size and 
contribution made by the variable 'Presence of 

Relatives', which has the highest 'r' with 'Size' 

and second highest with 'Persistence•. Family Size 

and Presence of Relatives rank closely with Ethnicity 

on 'Size' and they are also closely related to each 

other, indicating a high level of commonality, which 

was indeed suggested by the earlier analysis. 
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TABLE 20 

Multiple regression analysis - 'S ize ' 

Criterion - Size of friendship group 

N = 763 
R = o. 2991 0 
R2= o. 08946 

F = 1 o. 041 38++ 

zero order variance 
F variance accounted for 

variable Beta 

Relatives - .1 5 
Family .1 2 
Ethnicity .1 0 

sex -.06 

SES .02 

to delete accounted for when entered 
last 

1 0. 4 51 .ost • 019++ 

6.882 .046+ • 01 2++ 

3. 636 • 053+ .006 
1 • 829 .ooo .003 

.287 .005 .OOO 

+ significant with a = 0.05 
++ significant with a = o. 01 

Table 20 presents the data for the regression 
relating to 'Size•. Surprisingly, Ethnicity, which 
seemed such a significant variable previously and 
which was also praninent in Table 19 has been shown 
to exert a very small independent influence (.006), 

while Presence of Relatives and Family Size both 

make contributions to the variance that are statistic
ally significant. The zero-order variance of Ethnic
ity (.053) becomes greatly reduced due to its high 
level of commonality with these two variables. Only 

sex and SES make smaller contributions to the 
variance. The decline in the relative importance of 
Ethnicity reveals the strength of the underlying, 

less visible relationship between 'Size• on the one 



hand, and Presence of Relatives and Family Size on 

the other. While the data in Table 19 show the 
strong correlation between Ethnicity, Family Size 

and Presence of relatives, indicating their common 

influence, the data in Table 20 show that the 

significant contributions to 'Size' come almost 
entirely from the two latter variables. Ethnicity 

is, as it were, almost a passive passenger. 

Turning now to the 'Persistence' criterion, 

it should be noted again that there were indications 

in the earlier stages of the analysis that 

Persistence and Size were affected differently by 

the independent variables. The nature of this 

difference is now clarified, firstly by the fact 

that the independent variables bear different 

correlations with the two criteria, (Table 19) 
and secondly, by the differences between the data in 

Tables 20 and 21. 
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TABLE 21 

Multiple regression analysis - 'Persistence' 

Criterion - Persistence of friendship groups 
N = 763 
R = o. 21856 
R2 = 0.04777 
F = 5.12678+ 
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F 
variable Beta to delete 

zero order 
variance 

accounted for 

variance 
accounted for 
when entered 

last 

Ethnicity -.11 4.41 6 .035 .oos+ 
Relatives • 07 2.028 .022 • 004 

SES -.07 2.11 2 • 01 6 .004 
Sex -.05 1 • 1 87 .005 .003 
Family -.03 .451 .01 5 .OOO 

+ significant with a= 0.05 

In Table 21 Ethnicity not only makes the 
largest initial contribution, but also supports 
the earlier data with respect to 'Persistence', 
but more importantly, what is revealed here in both 
Tables 20 and 21, is the surprisingly small 
contribution, not only of Ethnicity but of all the 
variables chosen. In rrund figures, they account for 
less than 10% of the variance in the criteria. 
With respect to 'Size', only Presence of Relatives 
and Family Size are statistically significant 
independent contributors (at the .05 level). But in 

terms of theoretical significance, none of these 
variables could be said to reach meaningful levels. 



It seems likely that variations between individuals 

in the sample far outweigh any systematic 
variations due to their membership of any of the r.v. 
categories used in this study. 

Bearing in mind that Ethnicity does not make a 

statistically significant contribution to 'Size' at 
all, and that its contribution to 'Persi stence•, 
(although significant at the .05 level) has little 

theoretical value, it seems preferable to conclude 
that Hypothesis 15 should be retained. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS. 

In the last chapter, an operationalized version 

of the original impression that Maori children appeared 

to favour larger but more transitory friendship networks 

than Pakeha children was subjected to a statistical 
analysis. The aim was to assess the level of support for 

such an impression. The effects of ethnic origin and 

four other variables were compared by two different 

methods: in the first phase, each variable was considered 
in isolation, and in the second, all the variables were 

considered together. 

The results of the analysis were conflicting. To 

present the picture briefly: the data from the first 

phase depicted ethnicity as being a variable having a 

strong relationship with friendship behaviour, whereas 
the data from phase two indicated that the influence of 

ethnicity was more apparent than real. 

The aim in this chapter is to try to resolve the 

conflict between the two sets of data as a first step 

before endeavouring to reach some conclusions about the 
place of ethnicity as a correlate if not a determinant of 
friendship behaviour. To achiev2 the first part of 

this aim the data and the processes which produced the 

data will be critically examined, firstly, to see how the 
data might be interpreted so that the conflict or apparent 
conflict is explained, secondly, the processes and other 

aspects of the research will be examined to see whether, 

and in what ways, methodological defects might have 

affected the results. Finally, the conclusions will be 

studied to see what their implications for research 
might be . 

MASSEY UNIVERS T'( 

LI.BJV.R'( 



Preliminary statement of the conflict. 

To judge by the first phase data alone, it would 

appear that ethnic origin is a very important variable 

in determining children's friendship behaviour. It is 
the only one of the selected variables which discrim
inates consistently and significantly on the chosen 
criterion variables as far as the children surveyed are 

concerned, whereas of the other four variables only 

'Presence of Relatives• receives anything like the same 
level of support. In fact, the distinction appears so 

clearly defined as to suggest, even to indicate beyond 

doubt, that ethnic origin must be making a difference 
to friendship behaviour. When a variable differentiates 

24 times out of 27 (15 times at the .001 level and 6 

times at the .01 level), there would appear to exist 

more than just a high level of correlation. By compari

son, presence of relatives, the next most influential 

variable, seems unimportant in its effects, family size 

even less so, while the effects of the other variables 

seem quite negligible. If the analysis had stopped at 

this point, ie. after Hypothesis 14, a conclusion along 
theselines would have seemed quite acceptable, viz. 

that ethnicity does play a vital part in influencing the 

friendship behaviour of the children concerned. It would 
then have been tempting to move on to consider more 
closely the postulated differences in child-rearing 

methods and their effects on the formation of such 

behaviour. 

However, when the effects of all the variables 

nominated are considered together and analysized by a 

statistical process which simulates reality more closely 

than the simple analysis of variance used in the first 

phase, a very different picture emerges . 
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The data in Tables 19, 20 and 21 reveal three 
points not apparent from the earlier results. Firstly, 
both family size and presence of relatives have much 
more direct influence on 'Size' of friendship group 
than ethnicity. Secondly, although ethnicity is shown 
to have a greater influence than the other two 
variables above on 'Persistence•, the influence of all 
three together on that criterion is small compared to 
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the degree of variance unexplained. Thirdly, generaliz
ing further from the last point and summing up the whole 
situation, the total effect of all five selected variables 
contributes very little to the variance of either 
criterion. The dominant position of ethnicity has 
completely disappeared. 

How can this reversal be explained? Is the 
discrepancy due to defects in the methods of analysis? 
Perhaps the main reason lies in the limitations of the 

method used in the first phase. 

The First Phase. 

Hypotheses One and Two were designed to check on 
the original impressions formed in the playground, or 
rather, to be more precise, on their operationalized 

form, viz. the children's lists of friends. The 
hypotheses which followed were introduced to assess the 
effects of other aspects of the environment, but because 
of its limitations, the statistical method used should 
now be regarded as inappropriate. One of the primary 
assumptions on which Analysis of Variance is based is 

that there must be little or no correlation between the 
independent variables, ie. they really must be 

independent of each other. ( r:erlinger 1964). However, 
in this case the correlations between some of the 



variables are quite substantial. Categorization by 

ethnic origin tends to run parallel with (in varying 
degrees) sane of the conditions of the other variabl es, 
eg. family size, presence of relatives and SES. The 

mean size of Maori families is approximately twice 
that of Pakeha families, viz. 6:3 children. 77% of 
Maori families are in the large family category 

compared to 33% of Pakeha families. 85% of Maori 
families have relatives present whereas only 32% of 

Pakeha families do so. 81% of Maori families are in 
the low SES group as against 53% of Pakeha families . 

Because Tables 1 and 2 do not s how t hat Maori children 

also belong overwhelmingly t o large famili es i n the low 

SES group and have relative s li vi ng i n the dist r ict, 
any or a ll of which could be cont ribut ing to the 

t endency to as sociate i n larger groups, then conclusi ons 

based on these tables alone mu s t inevitably be mis

leadi ng. None of t he va ri a bles selec ted, excep t s ex, 

i s really independent of e thnicit y . 

Other weaknesses of analysis of vari ance when 
used in isolation are that it gives no indication that 

the effect attributed to ethnicity might actua lly be 

working through other variables, nor does it give any 
indication of the absolute or relative size of each 
variable's contribution to the variance, thus permitting 

the assumption that all the variance has been accounted 

for , especially when one variable seems as powerful as 

ethnicity did prior to the testing of Hypothesis 15. 
However, these methodological defects stand revealed by 

the use of multiple regression analysis. 

The second Phase. 

According to Ierlinger and Pedhazur (1973), 

multiple regression analysis •explains' the variance of 

the dependent variable by indicating the relative 
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contributions of the independent variables, and is 

especially useful in ex post facto explanatory studies 

containing non-experimental data when the •independent• 

variables may be related to each other to some extent. 

The data is Tables 19. 20 and 21 display measures of 

the effects of the •independent' variables and hence 

provide a far more accurate picture of the relationships 
among the various influences than was possible from the 

first phase data alone. Even more importantly, the 

data indicate how much of the variance is not explained . 

This is probably the most valuable corrective of all. 

This analysis of the data s hows clearly that the effect 

previously credited to ethnicity should actually be 

attributed to other agencies. Table 19 shows corre

lations between ethnicity on the one hand, and family 

size and presence of re l atives on the other, of the 

order of .45 ( .4498 and .4475) which are quite 

substantial. Table 20 records the manner in which 

the zero-order va riance of ethnicity (.053) is reduced 

to .006 (presumably in favour of the other two 
variables and probably of SES as well). 

These data when considered together suggest t hat 

while the relationship between ethnicity and the other 

two variables (family size and presence of relatives) 

seems quite strong, ethnicity itself has a very weak 

relationship with either criterion variable. In fact, 

the unique contribution of ethnicity is so small that 

its 'role' might be best described as being that of 
incidental correlate rather than it having any 
causative function. This is emphasized when it is noted 

that the use of M.R.A. reveals that the variance in 

friendship behaviour attributable to all the selected 

variables together is less than one quarter of the total 

variance of the criterion variables. A range of 

variables, here unidentified, must be responsible for 

the bulk of the variance. 
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While the association of a certain group of the 
categories, viz. Maori ethnic origin, large family, 
relatives present and low SES may appear to be more 
closely related than a group fonned by their opposites 
(Pakeha, small family, no relatives present and high SES) 

the first group is certainly not exclusively Maori. The 
small unique contribution of ethnicity virtually refutes 
the possibility that this variable could be the prime 
instigator among the variables of a particular sort of 
friendship behaviour. Certainly the high correlation 
between Maori ethnic origin, large family and having 
relatives living in the district supports the popular 
notion that the t wo latter are Maori characteristics 
(in New Zealand at the present time) , but the evidence 
obtained here indicates that the fact of being born a 
Maori or being brought up in a Maori family makes very 
little difference to a chi ld 's friendship behaviour. 

If this conclusion can be accepted, then the 
significant factor among the variables selected seems to 
be the presence of large numbers of chillren available 
in the non-school environment as potential f r iends . 
This is supported by the way in which family size and 
presence of relatives supplant ethnicity in the regress

ion analysis. 

Tentative Finding 

At this point it appears that ethnicity is 
related to children's friendship behaviour, not so much 
through a traditional, parent-derived child-rearing 
system but through the more or less continual presence 
of many other children due to the related factors of 
larger family size and the near proximity of a kin 
group. To the extent that Pakeha families share these 

characteristics then their children also tend to display 



the same sort of friendship behaviour. This point is 
affirmed by the almost negligible unique contribution 

of ethnicity. If there is something distinctively 
Maori, in the sense of actual cultural (behavioural) 
differences, about Maori families, then it is not 
apparent from the data produced here. It must be 
assumed that it contributes little to the children's 
friendship behaviour. 

A Critical Appraisal of other Aspects of the Project 

Before coming to a final conclusion as to 
whether the original question has been satisfactorily 
answered, it would be worthwhile to take advantage of 

hindsight and examine other aspects of the investigation 
seeking possible defects in design or methodology . 
Of major concern perhaps, is the use of an ex post facto 
design. Problems inherent in its use were discussed 
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in Chapter Four. The possible effects of these 
limitations as they might affect this research should be 
examined. Generally speaking, the problem is usually one 
of deciding which one of the many possible antecedent 
conditions might be the •cause' or the main contributing 
factor · or element in producing event 'X' after positive 
relationships have been established between several of 
the antecedent conditions and the subsequent event. In 
this case, the research has shown quite clearly that 

the assumed •cause' i.e. ethnic origin (of which a 
particular child-rearing system may be a sub-set) bears 
virtually no relationship to the later event, viz a 
particular style of friendship behaviour. Thus the 
usual defect of ex post facto research is of much less 
consequence here. The failure to show a significant 
positive relationship between ethnicity and friendship 

behaviour removes the necessity of having to decide 
whether ethnicity (as one of several possibilities) 
should be regarded as either •the cause• or as one of 
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several 'causes '. The evidence here is that of 
statistical probability i .e. the nearly canplete absence 
of signs of a significant trend in friendship behaviour 

related to ethnic origin reduces the probability of 
ethnicity being shown later to be influential to 

friendship behaviour. A further result of this part
icular finding must be a decline in the likelihood 

that the hypothesized form of child-rearing influences 

friendship behaviour. 

Another aspect which should be examined is the 

operationalization of the playground behaviour into 

written lists of friends' names. Here, the problem is 
one of validity. Should a numerical score based on 

lists of names be acceptable as an expression of 

preferences with regard to friendship behaviour? The 

assumption is being made that those children who like 

playing with many others will also write down many 

more names. That t his might not necessarily be the 

case is possible for various reasons. Factors 
affecting the child's willingness to write names 
include: apathy, distaste for the act of writing, 

inability to spell names, desire to 'show off' by 

writing many names, desire to think that one is well 
thought of by others, desire to be sociable or aloof. 
Any of these could affect a writing task because of its 

self-conscious nature, but not affect the unself

conscious act of playing outside in the playgrou~d or 
away from school. 

The presentation of the survey to the children 
by the researcher is another aspect which sould receive 
close scrutiny. The attanpt was made to distinguish 

between 'close' and •other• friends, and by using only 

the list of 'close• friends, to standardize to some 

extent the children's definition of 'friend•. It is 
possible that this was not successful, some children 

might not have been guided by this suggestion, or 

different children might have been guided in different 



ways. Another defect which could have occurred in 
the classrooms was that some of the childrenmight 
have regarded the task in a competitive light and 
set out to write more names than their neighbours. 
As competition is often held to be a middle-class 
Pakeha phenomenon (especially in the classroom), it 
could well be that the scores of many Pakeha children 
might have been made larger by pressure of this sort. 
Other children may simply have added names fran those 
written on the blackboard by the researcher to help 
children with their spelling. Some or all of these 
factors could have been operating to sane extent in 
some or all of the classrooms and hence be invalidating 
the results. For these rea sons it is possible that 
the written lists might not be a fair reflection of 
playground behaviour . On the other hand, it is 
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possible that these variations in response might not 

have occurred systematically by any of the defined 

categories and hence they could be cancelling each other 
out. However, it mus t be stated that none of these 
possibilities has been investigated . 

still another aspect which should be examined is 

the premise that earlier experiences within the family 
would be the most fruitful area to explore for traces 
of Maori influence. This still seems a reasonable 
assumption to make but it has produced two weaknesses 
in the design. Firstly, the decision to confine the 
~ of alternative variable to sources of influence 
within the family meant that the 'independent• 
variables would be very likely to be related. Secondly, 

by looking only at the family, current sources of 
influence external to the family were ignored, thus 

necessitating greater reliance on ex post facto methods. 
The research results have emphasized what was known 
already from the literature (eg. Adams 1973, 



Harker 1973, 1976. Bray 1974). viz. that ethnic 

differences tend to run parallel to some other social 

differences. If at least one of the independent 
variables had atte~pted to measure some current 
activity or vehaviour or attribute of the children , 

then a fresh perspective (ie. one not closely related 
to the other variables) might have been reveal ed . 

As to what this might have been, it is difficult 

to say. In principle, the search is for a variable 

which will discriminate among children on grounds 
likely to be unrelated to ethnicity, or at best, only 

slightly related. While ethnicity itself has been 
shown to have only slight influence on fri endship 

behaviour, those variables to which it is significantly 
related, eg. family size, presence of relatives and 

SES can also be expected to have a stronger effect on 

other variables in the social context. A few 

activiti es or attributes applicable to eleven-year 
olds which might be appropriate here have been the 

subject of other studies, eg. school achievement and 

ethnicity, Ausubel, 1961, Lovegrove, 1966 and 

Harker 1973 , 1976. Another is school achievement and 
social class, (in New Zealand) Dawson and Hallinan 

1969, Vellekoop 1969, (in England) Musgrave, 1965, 
Hargreaves, 1967, Lawton, 1968 and Henderson 1970. 

Another activity of this age group which could be 
investigated is membership of voluntary youth groups, 

although here again, a relationship with social class 

might be suspected. 

The principle might be clear, but suitable 

variables might be hard to find in practice. In 

their absence, even greater reliance must be placed 
on the ability of regression analysis to unravel 

the effects of related variables on any given criterion. 
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The defects or possible causes of error 

mentioned here seem difficult to avoid, even in 

retrospect, considering the restrictions imposed by 

the original line of the enquiry. Accepting its 

exploratory nature, the choice of both an ex post 
facto desiqn and large scale statistical analysis 
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seem inevitabl~. That the usual defect of the ex post 

facto design has been mitigated to some extent was 

fortuituous, but a single case based on statistical 

probability provides something less than definitive 

proof. Perhaps the most serious other weakness 

remaining concerns the validity of attempting to 

interpret playground behaviour through a written 

survey. By placing reliance on quantitati ve rather 

than qualitative methods, the chance of recording 

any subtle nuances of attitude or motivation 

between the ethnic groups must inevitably suffer. In 

principle, at least, preferences for size and 

persistence of friendship groups could be similar 

but for different reasons. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The effect of Ethnicity on Friendship Behaviour 

This research project set out to investigate 

the possibility that (in one town at least) Maori and 

Pakeha children might display different styles of 

friendship behaviour in such matters as the prefrred 

size of friendship group and degree of persistence 

displayed in retaining friendships. It was felt 

that a difference found here might be indicative of 

other differences in behaviour and outlook between 

Maori and Pakeha children which, although often regar-. 

<led as canmon knowledge, are proving difficult to 

substantiate through research. 



Friendship behaviour was chosen as a field 

of study partly because it seemed to provide an 

aspect of children's behaviour less directly concerned 

with some of the more academic considerations around 

which many Maori-Pakeha comparisons have centred in 

educationa l studies. It was hoped that evidence might 

be produced which would help to clarify one small 

aspect of the more general question concerning the 

extent to which Maori cultural influences are actually 

affecting the behaviour of Maori children today. 
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As mentioned earlier, there is a difference of opinion 

between Maori writers such as Walker (1973, 1974 and 

frequent popular articles in the New Zealand Listener) 

on the one hand, and several Pakeha writers on the 

other, eg. Adams (1973), Bray (1974) and Gregory (1974). 

The lat ter group tend to emphasize the effects of 

social influences other than Maori cultural ones, 

although it should be recorded that Bray, for one, 

(1973 p. 103) notes the force of •ethnic cultural 

values'. 

Does the difference between them arise from 

lack of cultural sensitivity on the part of some 

Pakeha writers, an excess of emotive nationalism or 

ethnic loyalty by some Maori writers, or to defects 

in research techniques, or some combination or all 

three? Perhaps the differences are too subtle to 

be measured? But if they are so difficult to eluci

date, how can they be responsible for what often 

appear to be major behavioural differences in the 

social context, eg. levels of school achievement? 

Nightingale (1973) provides a summary of some of the 

opposing arguments. 

Given positive evidence, it could be argued 

that such a difference, if it were found to be of 

significant proportions, should be taken into 

consideration by the schools in order to foster 
greater understanding of the social needs of their 



Maori pupils. It could be proposed that different 

patterns of friendship behaviour would reflect, 

or be a surface manifestation of, underlying currents 

of cultural differences derived £ran the different 
ethnic backgrounds which should be recognized and 

respected. If the schools were to accept and cater 

for these as examples of cultural diversity, they 

might go some way to meeting those charges of 
monocultural bias and assimilationist pressures 

levelled against the school system, eg. Walker (1974). 

Practical acknowledgement by the schools of the 

effects on Maori children of an unselfconsciously 
observed cultural pattern might reduce some mis

understandings and increase the tolerance of teachers 

for the assumed behavioural differences. The 

supposed tendency of Maori children (often 
cri ti c:i. zed by teachers) to get around in large gangs 

might not be due to rebelliousness or to anti-

social inclinations, but might rather be a fairly 

basic response to a particular form of socialization. 
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In the absence of evid ence of ethnic differences 

in fri endship behaviour, it could be argued that ethnic 

differences in other respects might be of less 

relevance than is sometimes claimed for them, eg. 

Walsh (1971) Ritchie (1963, 1974), Walker (1973), 

Smith (1974) and Johnston (1974). 

Bearing in mind the reservations expressed 

above due to the nature of the research design and 
methodology, the only reasonable conclusion possible 

from this study is that ethnicity appears to have very 

little influence on the friendship behaviour of the 

children surveyed. 



The apparent relationship which the original 
playground impression suggested, must be explained, 
it seems, in tenns of the greater •visibility• of the 
Maori children making them and their behaviour more 
noticeable. Hence, the impression was at least 

partly misleading. 
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The apparent relationship indicated so strongly 
in the first phase analysis is explained by the mul
tiple regression analysis as being caused by the 
concentration of Maori children in certain other 
social categories, viz. large family size, relatives 
present, and (at a less effective level perhaps) 

low SES. 

THE EFFECTS OF THE OTHER VARIABLES . 

sane comments should now be made about the 
influences other than ethnicity. This research 
suggests that it is the Number of children available 
in the extended family group with whom the child 
customarily associates in the non-school environment, 
rather than an ethnically-related child socialization 
systen, which has more influence on his friendship 
behaviour. Children in large families (whether 
Maori or Pakeha) who also have cousins or other 
similar-age relatives living in the district, are 
(due to the combined effect of these variables) 
much more likely to express preferences for friend
ship networks which are both larger and more 
changeable. The canmon characteristic here would 

seem to be the child's experience of mixing with 
larger numbers of other children, regardless of 
ethnic origin. 

It so happens that a very high proportion of 
the Maori families have relatives living in the 



district because of their long continuous settle

ment of the region. Unfortunately, 'immigrant• 

Maori .Jrunilies are too few to give any real indication 

of the possible influence on their children of having 

only a small number of other relatives present, a s 

distinct from choosing friends from among non

relatives. 

The stronger relationship which has been 

shown to exist between friendship behaviour and the 
number of friends potentially available in the 
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child's environment , suggests that the slight 

relationship between ethnicity and friendship behaviour 

which exists at present will most l ikely diminish in 

time. Factors likely to promote this process are, 

the reduction in the size of Maori families, the 
continually increasing geographical and social 

mobility of Maori people breaking up the close 

proximity of kin groups, as well as the steady 

attrition of other assimilationist pressures. such a 

trend would fit in with an interpr etation of the sort 

of family behaviour described by Ritchie as being 

largely a relatively modem, transitional development. 

unconsciously devised by Maori families as a 

practical way of coping with an increased family size 

due to improved hygiene standards and lower child 

mortality rates, but becoming less necessary 

as living conditions continue to change. It is .also 
possible that, now, 20 years after Ritchie described 

such behaviour at Rakau, whatever currency it might 

have and had then, it has already receded under the 

pressures of urban living, integration into Pakeha 

communities and the influence of T.v., schools, and 

so on. 

still another possibility is that the apparent · 

similarity in friendship behaviolr between Maori and 

Pakeha children might represent a convergence fron 

both sides, of practices and attitudes due to their 



constant association. Testing such an idea would 

require a replication of the survey in say, a 

south Is land town where t he Pakeha children would be 
much les s exposed to the influence of Maori children. 

It is easy to make the assumption that if the 

behavi our of Ma ori and Pakeha children is similar 

then it has been the Mao:ni children who have changed. 

Ethnicity and Child-rearing Methods 

If it is true that ethnicity has only a very 

minor effect on children's friendship behaviour, the 

question arises, how much credibility should be 

attached to the ethnically related differences in 

child-rearing methods proposed in Chapter Two? 

It has been stated previously that the demonstration 

of an ethnically related difference in children's 

friendship behaviour could not be accepted as 
'proof' of the causative role of the assumed ethnically 

related differences in child-rearing methods . The 

question now is, does the absence of evidence 

indicating an ethnically related difference in 

friendship behaviour 'prove' that Maori and Pakeha 

child-rearing practices must be similar? 

That this need not necessarily be the case 

seems plain enough as several alternative explanations 

seem plausible. It is possible there could be 

present other intervening variables capable of produc

ing a variety of alternative effects. Once again 

the weaknesses of ex post facto design are revealed. 

Just as positive evidence of a relationship does 

not 'fix' or •prove• causality, so negative 

evidence or the absence of definitive evidence either 

way cannot be regarded as sufficient to prove that 

there is no relationship, although it must seriously 
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weaken a case for such a relationship. However, 

the failure to demonstrate a difference in friendship 

behaviour here, suggests that the proposed differences 

in child-rearing practices, however plausible such a 

case might sound, cannot be affecting chi ldhodd 

behaviour very much, if in fact, any difference;effect

tively exist at all. 

Nevertheless, it is possible that Maori 

child-rearing practices could still differ in sane 
important respect s from the usual Pakeha practices, 
even allowing for those variations derived fran or 

related to differences in social class origin or in 

European ethnic backgrounds. It could still be 

argued perhaps, that a distinctively Maori form of 

child socialization is functioning today (albeit 

probably in somewha t diluted form ), and yet have 

virtually no measurable effect on the friendship 

behaviour of Intennediate school-age children because 
it has been overlaid by 5-6 years of school experiences 

which are common to both groups, or because of the 

countervailing influence of other social pressures, 

or to the ineffectiveness of the measuring device 

being used here, or a combination of all three . 

Perhaps another less likely possibility should 

be mentioned in passing. The style of child 

socialization described by Ritchie might never have 

been the practice in this particular region; no 

research indicating that this was definitely the case 
has been sighted by the present writer. If local 

Maori child-rearing methods did not follow the 

pattern described by Ritchie, but were already closer 

to the Pakeha style, then significant differences 
between Maori and Pakeha would be less likely. 

However, such a line of reasoning would run counter 

to the argument of cultural consistency or con
tinuity proposed by Ritchie, connecting what he 
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described at Rakau to behaviour observed by others 
in Hawaii and Tahiti, and hency, by implication, 
to origins in ancient Polynesia . In any case, it 
seems unlikely that Maori practices in the region 
concerned would be closer to Pakeha than to other 

Maori customs. 

In summary, it seems best to state as a 
conclusion to this section that this research has not 
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. refuting 
added any significant evidence either supporting or 
the existence of a distinctively Maori (Polynesian) 
mode of child-rearing in this region. 

Returning to the narrower topic of friendship 

behaviour, the indefinite conclusion reached penni ts 
of two broad interpretations. Firstly, it might 
be concluded that the friendship behaviour of Maori 
abd Pakeha children :i.s t o all intents and purposes 

roughly similar, i.e. the evidence correctly 
represents the real social situation. secondly, 
it is possible that significant ethnic differences 

still exist but because of methodological defects 
the present research has not discovered such 
differences. 

Implications for further research 

Because of the reservations already noted 
above, it would be naive to place too much weight 
on the first interpretation. On the other hand, 
the failure of ethnicity to retain significant 
support after the multiple regression analysis does 

little to support any suggestion that further 

investigation of the friendship behaviour issue is 
warranted. At this point it is desirable to separate 
again the questions of the children's friendship 

behaviour and the possibility of discovering 

ethnically different child socialization systems. 



As far as further research into either area is 

concerned, the avoidance of ex post facto methods 

if at all possible is to be recommended, difficult 

though this might be. 

Friendship Behaviour. 

Possible contemporaneous influences on 

Intermediate school-age children's friendship 
behaviour which could be investigated in a similar 

type of survey, include their membership in youth 

organizatioii3such as Scouts, Guides, Sports Clubs 
and Church groups, current level of school achieve

ment, antisocial tendencies (measured by eg. school 

records, Children's Cour t appearances, contact with 

Child Welfare, etc.). As in the present research, 

indicators such as these may be obtained fairly 

readily, (a necessary requirement for large scale 

survey research), a certain objectivity is possible 

and replica tion of the research is practicable. 

However, the choice of these variables does 

nothing to reduce doubts over construct validity 
(the relationship between actual friendship behaviour 

and a written list of friends), or those related to 
the conduct of the survey in the classrooms. In 
these respects methodological weaknesses are still 
likely to mar the results obtained and thus throw 

further into question the whole approach of using 
lists of friends to study friendship behaviour. 
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Child socialization. 

Finally,turning from friendship behaviour 

to the topic of child socialization, the point 

made previously should be repeated: the two 

subjects are logically distinct, with the latter 

having a much wider frame of reference. The gen-

eral ques tion of whether, and if so to what extent, 

cultural or ethnically related behavioural differ

ences still exist between Marci and Pakeha children 

continues to be of interest to many people in the 

field of education. In this regard, more research 

into the actual family socialization practices 

employed in Maori and Pakeha families might provide 

some hard evidence in place of the assumptions often 

made, as in for instance, the Education Department's 

booklet (1971) "Maori Children and the Teacher", with 

its unquestioning extrapolation for example, of 

Bernstein's (1961, 1967) "restricted" and "elaborated" 

codes. 
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APPENDIX 

FORMAT OF QUESTIONNAIRES, 

This is the standardized procedure carried out 
in each classroom while conducting the first 

Friendship survey. 

11 Hello girls and boys. I am from Massey 
University in Palmerston North. I am carrying out a 
survey on Chi l dren's Fr:iencthips. I am going to ask 
you some questions and I would like you to write down 
the answers. The questions are about yourselves and 
I will treat your answers confidentially, that means 
I will not tell anyone, especially teachers at this 
school, anything about what you have written. All 
the information will go into the Computer at the 
university. Any questions so far? 11 

Copies of the survey are handed out. 

Instructions for answering each question are given 

orally. Help is given to ensure the best under
standing possible of the preliminary questions. 

11 Now girls and boys, I want you to make up 
two lists of your friends. The second list is over 
on the second page. On the first page you write 

down only the names of your very best friends, your 

closest mates, the ones you like to knock around 
with, the ones you play with the most, after school, 
weekends, holidays, whenever you can. Girls or boys, 

it does not matter which, but no adults please, 

Mly children about your own age. It does not matter 

if they are relations. The second list will have the 
names of your other friends. All clear? Now write 
down the names of your very best friends. First name, 
surname, and then the name of the school they go to." 
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Questions are answered. Help is given with 
the spelling of names, especially surnames and names 

of schools. Similar instructions are given for the 

second list:- second best friends - and the third 

list - similar age relatives known to be living i n 

the vicini t y. Their attention is drawn to the fact 

that although 12 lines have been drawi, the children 

can write down as many or as few names as they like. 

When all the children seem to have had enough 

time for their lists, the following remarks are made 

to conclude the session. 

11 Thank you for your help, girls and boys. 

You have taken the job very seriously. Remember, 

your answers will be treated confidentially. When 
I have finished work on this survey, all your sheets 

of paper will be destroyed. I am grateful to you 

and your teacher for letting me take up your time." 
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FRIENDSHIP SURVEY 

1. Name 

2. Address 

3. Father's Job 

4. Mother's Job 

5. How many children in your family?_ 

6. How many older brothers and sisters in your 
f arni 1 y? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

7. If they go to this school what are their names? 

8. What school did you go to last year? 
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Please write down the names of your very best friends. 
If they go to this school tick their name. If they 
go to another school, write in the name of that 
school. You may carry on over the page. 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

8. 

1 o. 

11 • 

________ ..._ ________________ _ 

- - - - - - - - - - -- .- - -



Please write down the names 
they go 
another 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

8 . 

9. 

1 o. 

11 • 

1 2. 

to this school 
school write in 

tick 
the 

of your 
their name. 
name of 

other friends. 
If they go 

that school. 

If 
to 
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names of Please write down the 
are in Standard Four, I 

any of 
or Form II. 

name. If they 
Form 

their 

your relatives who 
If they go to 

this school tick 
write in the name 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

8. 

9. 

1 o. 

11 • 

go to another school 
of that school. 



SECOND FRIENDSHIP SURVEY 

This is the procedure to be followed on the 

return visit to each classroom, six months after the 

first survey. 

11 Hello girls and boys. some of you may 

remember that I visited you earlier in t he year and 

asked you to fill in a form for a Friendship Survey. 

Now, I have another survey and I need your help 

again. This one will not take so long but it is just 

as important." 

The forms are distributed and oral assistance 

is gi ven in answering the preliminary questions. 

11Write down the name of your father's (or 

mother's) job. If you do not know, write the name of 

the place where he (she) works. Now write down what 

r ace or nationality your father (mother) is. You 

know wha.t that means. He (she) might be Dutch or 

English or Maori or Australian. Put down what you 

think he ( she) is ." 
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A matter of fact tone of voice is maintained 

so that no weight or emotional overtone becomes 

attached to any aspect of the survey in the children's 

minds. The terms "Maori" and 11 Pakeha11 are inter

spersed among the others. Children are told they may 

put "New zealander" or 11 Pakeha 11 or "Kiwi" or 

"European", whichever they think is the right one for 

them . 

The completed forms are collected and the 

children again thanked for their assitance. 
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SECOND FRIENDSHIP SURVEY 

1 • Name 2. Address ---------- --------
3. Father's Job -------

4. Mother's Job ---------------------
5. Parents' Race or Nationality - e.g. Pakeha, Maori, 

Dutch etc . Mother _______ Father _______ _ 

6. Please write down the full names of your very best 

friends. Tick the name if the friend is at this 

school. 

1 • 

2. 

3 . 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

1 o. 
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